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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Automated Testing and Debugging for Big Data Analytics
by
Muhammad Ali Gulzar
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Los Angeles, 2020
Professor Miryung Kim, Chair
The prevalence of big data analytics in almost every large-scale software system has generated a
substantial push to build data-intensive scalable computing (DISC) frameworks such as Google
MapReduce and Apache Spark that can fully harness the power of existing data centers. However,
frameworks once used by domain experts are now being leveraged by data scientists, business an-
alysts, and researchers. This shift in user demographics calls for immediate advancements in the
development, debugging, and testing practices of big data applications, which are falling behind
compared to the DISC framework design and implementation. In practice, big data applications
often fail as users are unable to test all behaviors emerging from interleaving dataflow operators,
user-defined functions, and framework’s code. “Testing based on a random sample” rarely guar-
antees the reliability and “trial and error” and “printf” debugging methods are expensive and
time-consuming. Thus, the current practice of developing a big data application must be improved
and the tools built to enhance the developer’s productivity must adapt to the distinct characteristics
of data-intensive scalable computing.
By synthesizing ideas from software engineering and database systems, our hypothesis is that
we can design effective and scalable testing and debugging algorithms for big data analytics with-
out compromising the performance and efficiency of the underlying DISC framework. To design
such techniques, we investigate how we can build interactive and responsive debugging primitives
ii
that significantly reduce the debugging time, yet do not pose much performance overhead on big
data applications. Furthermore, we investigate how we can leverage data provenance techniques
from databases and fault-isolation algorithms from software engineering to pinpoint the minimal
subset of failure-inducing inputs efficiently. To improve the reliability of big data analytics, we
investigate how we can abstract the semantics of dataflow operators and use them in tandem with
the semantics of user-defined functions to generate a minimum set of synthetic test inputs capable
of revealing more defects than the entire input dataset.
To examine the first hypothesis, we introduce interactive, real-time debugging primitives for
big data analytics through innovative and scalable debugging features such as simulated break-
point, dynamic watchpoint, and crash culprit identification. Second, we design a new automated
fault localization approach that combines insights from both the software engineering and database
literature to bring delta debugging closer to a reality in the big data applications by leveraging data
provenance and by constructing systems optimizations for debugging provenance queries. Lastly,
we devise a new symbolic-execution based white-box testing algorithm for big data applications
that abstracts the implementation of dataflow operators using logical specifications instead of mod-
eling their implementations and combines them with the semantics of any arbitrary user-defined
function.
We instantiate the idea of an interactive debugging algorithm as BIGDEBUG, the idea of an
automated debugging algorithm as BIGSIFT, and the idea of symbolic execution based testing
as BIGTEST. Our investigation shows that the interactive debugging primitives can scale to ter-
abytes—our record-level tracing incurs less than 25% overhead on average and provides up to
100% time saving compared to the baseline replay debugger. Second, we observe that by com-
bining data provenance with delta debugging, we can identify the minimum faulty input in just
under 30% of the original job execution time. Lastly, we verify that by abstracting dataflow op-
erators using logical specifications, we can efficiently generate the most concise test data suitable
for local testing while revealing twice as many faults as prior approaches. Our investigations col-
lectively demonstrate that developer productivity can be significantly improved through effective
iii
and scalable testing and debugging techniques for big data analytics, without impacting the DISC
framework’s performance. This dissertation affirms the feasibility of automated debugging and
testing techniques for big data analytics—techniques that were previously considered infeasible
for large-scale data processing.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Big data analytics has been playing a vital role in the growth of technology and research in many
fields, such as health, education, security, and science. For example, in 2013, Twitter analyzed
approximately 100 terabytes of data daily to improve its service by recommending the right prod-
ucts, detecting spans, and suggesting follower [95]. Needless to say that this unprecedented growth
in data has attracted substantial attention to build systems that are capable of analyzing massive
quantities of data. To leverage exiting data center environments, data-intensive scalable comput-
ing (DISC) frameworks (e.g., Hadoop MapReduce[52], Apache Spark[145], FlumeJava[35], and
Cosmos[34]) run on cloud environments and capable of scaling to petabytes of data. Typically, de-
velopers write their big data analytics application on these frameworks in a language like Python,
Scala, or Java. The application ingests large-scale data as input, applies a series of operations on
the data, and writes the final results in a data storage.
As the popularity of big data analytics grew, the demographics of the big data application
developers shifted from expert system builders to business analysts, statisticians, economists, and
medical professionals, mostly the people who may not possess to right skills to understand the
internals of a DISC system [57]. For such users, the debugging and testing challenges severely
impede their progress. Developer productivity tools have been a key area of research for traditional
software and have matured over the past three decades. However, recently published experience
reports conclude that the productivity tooling support (especially debugging and testing) has not
kept up with the explosive pace of distributed system development [18, 69, 54].
The following comparison accentuates the distinct characteristics of big data applications and
their particular development challenges. Developers typically test their big data application in
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a local development workstation with a small sample data, downloaded from a tera-byte scale
data warehouse [122]. They cross fingers and hope that the application works in an expensive
production cloud. However, big data applications “rarely work the first time” [57]. When the
application fails, or the results look suspicious, developers inspect giga-bytes of post mortem logs
collected across the cloud in order to identify the source of the error. Once the application is fixed,
they re-submit the application to the production cloud. This process is repeated until all failing
corner cases are adequately handled, and the application terminates successfully with a correct
output. Compared to traditional software, debugging big data applications takes several hours
while consuming expensive resources in a cloud environment. We list the concrete challenges in
this process below.
• Root-cause analysis is exceedingly expensive due terabyte scale input data. When a big data
application shows symptoms of errors or suspicious output, it is incredibly challenging to
isolate the precise root cause among billions of entries in the input.
• Sample-based testing is inadequate, and full-scale testing is time consuming. Since the
developer has never explored the entire input data, she cannot make any assumptions about
it. Using a small sample of the entire input does not provide adequate code coverage, and
testing on the entire input data is prohibitively expensive, as each run may take several hours.
• Big data application executing on the cloud looks vastly different than the one submitted by
the user. To run a big data application on a cloud, DISC frameworks transform the original
application by breaking it into computation units called tasks. Each of these tasks executes in
parallel on each worker node in the cluster to achieve maximum parallelization. Debugging
big data applications is time-consuming as the tasks executing on worker nodes look different
than the application submitted by the developer.
• DISC frameworks are complex, with minimum visibility into the application execution. DISC
frameworks comprise of hundreds of complex systems components such as query optimizer,
task scheduler, and network communication, each containing millions of code lines. Due to
this huge codebase, it is difficult for an average user to comprehend the internal machinery
of these frameworks while debugging a big data application.
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Traditional debugging and testing techniques in their current state are prohibitively inefficient
and ineffective for big data analytics running on the cloud. Conventional breakpoint debugging is
infeasible for big data applications, as pausing computations on thousands of worker nodes would
be wasteful. Similarly, a variable at a watchpoint may have millions of instances across the cluster
that are hard to inspect manually. The post-mortem logs generated by DISC frameworks barely
contain insightful debugging information since a sizable portion of these logs reflects physical
metrics (e.g., task times, data I/O sizes, memory usage, and GC usage). Even if a user identifies a
faulty intermediate data record, it is nearly impossible to trace the fault back to input data manually
since the input data might have gone through a series of complex transformation and aggregation
operators. Traditional test selection and generation approaches rely on techniques such as sym-
bolic execution to understand the semantics of a program. However, it is infeasible to apply such
techniques to the huge codebase of the DISC framework that implements the dataflow operators
used in big data applications.
1.1 Problem Formulation
To overcome the limitations of traditional debugging and testing techniques for big data applica-
tions, we devise the following hypothesis:
Overall Hypothesis: By designing interactive and automated debugging and testing tech-
niques that are specifically customized towards big data analytics running on a DISC framework,
we can reduce the number of inputs required for testing and reduce time for debugging with mini-
mal performance overhead.
To design such techniques, we must address three essential user concerns on accelerating the
development of reliable big data applications. First, we must provide efficient and interactive
debugging primitives that do not compromise the throughput of a big data application running on
a large-scale cluster. Second, we must swiftly and automatically isolate the minimum input of a
program that resulted in a crash, failure, or suspicious output. Lastly, we must detect most of the
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faults efficiently while testing big data applications to avoid setbacks during expensive production
runs.
The key insight in this dissertation is that by synthesizing ideas from databases and big data
systems research, we can design effective and scalable automated testing and debugging tech-
niques that barely affect the performance and efficiency of the underlying DISC framework. With
our hypothesis and key insight, this dissertation evaluates the feasibility of each technique by
materializing them into real-world tools that were previously considered infeasible for big data
applications. The following sub-sections enumerate this dissertation’s contributions individually,
drawing up research questions specific to the sub-field alongside the corresponding hypothesis that
needs to be validated with thorough evaluations.
1.2 Interactive Debugging Primitives for Big Data Analytics
Debugging of big data application is post-mortem, and the primary source of information is an
execution log that does not present the logical view—which intermediate outputs are produced
from which inputs. Alternate approaches such as testing on a small subset of big data is ineffective
as developers can easily miss errors, for example, when the faulty data is not part of the downloaded
subset. To improve current state of debugging of big data applications, we investigate the following
hypothesis:
Sub-Hypothesis (SH1): Based on the deterministic and immutable nature of big data ap-
plications, we can design a set of interactive debugging primitives that do not compromise the
throughput of the DISC framework running on a cluster and reduce the debugging time signifi-
cantly.
We design BIGDEBUG [66] that reinvents the traditional step-through debugging primitives with
simulated breakpoint which creates the illusion of a breakpoint even though the program is still
running in the cloud. It enables users to inspect millions of program states in distributed worker
nodes using guarded watchpoints, which dynamically retrieve records that match a user-defined
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guard predicate. BIGDEBUG also supports fine-grained forward and backward tracing at the level
of individual record to identify the root cause of a crash. It also provides fine-grained latency
monitoring to notify a user which records are taking much longer than other records.
We investigate this hypothesis (SH1) about interactive debugging by asking three research
evaluation questions on performance overhead, scalability, and effectiveness. Over a diverse set of
scale-up and scale-out experiments, BIGDEBUG introduces a maximum of 1.5X overhead, a signif-
icant proportion of which traces back to record-level latency monitoring. Second, BIGDEBUG has
minimum impact on the DISC framework’s ability to scale. Lastly, BIGDEBUG reduces the debug-
ging time by 50% compared to the baseline replay debugger. At the production scale, BIGDEBUG
has the potential of saving several debugging hours and expensive computing resources.
1.3 Automated Debugging for Big Data Analytics
When a big data application produces a failure or an incorrect result, the developer may want to
pinpoint the root cause by investigating the relevant subset of failure-inducing input record among
billions of input records. DISC frameworks provide increased expressiveness through user-defined
functions, which further increases the complexity of debugging. To address this problem, we pose
the following hypothesis:
Sub-Hypothesis (SH2): A combination of data provenance technique from databases and
a test-based fault-isolation technique from software engineering can help developers pinpoint the
minimal subset of failure-inducing inputs.
We design, BIGSIFT [65], that automatically finds a minimum set of fault-inducing input records
responsible for a faulty output. It uses test-driven data provenance to prune out input records irrel-
evant to the given faulty output records, significantly reducing the initial scope of failure-inducing
records before applying a test oracle based systematic search called Delta Debugging [147].
Our evaluation shows that BIGSIFT improves the accuracy of faulty inputs by several orders-of-
magnitude (˜103 to 107) compared to traditional data provenance approaches from databases and
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improves performance by up to 66X compared to Delta Debugging, an automated fault-isolation
technique [147]. For each faulty output, BIGSIFT localizes fault-inducing data within 38% of the
original job running time, which is previously unheard of, as debugging is expected to take longer
than the runtime of a program. By making automated debugging feasible for big data applications,
BIGSIFT has the potential to significantly shorten the lifecycle of production bugs.
1.4 White-box Test Generation for Big Data Analytics
At the scale of big data, rare and buggy corner cases frequently show up in production [148].
Unfortunately, the standard industry practice for testing these applications remains running them
locally on randomly sampled inputs, which obviously does not flush out bugs hiding in corner
cases. Prior studies show that a majority of catastrophic failures in big data applications can eas-
ily be prevented by performing local testing on error handling code in the user-defined functions
(UDFs) [141]. To address the testing need of big data applications, we investigate the following
hypothesis:
Sub-Hypothesis (SH 3): By abstracting the implementation of dataflow operators and by
modeling the semantics of user-defined functions in tandem, we can generate a small set of test
inputs that are capable of revealing more defects than the entire input dataset.
To this end, we design a new white-box test generation approach, BIGTEST [67], that reasons
about the combined behavior of UDFs with relational and dataflow operations. Instead of sym-
bolically executing the DISC framework’s code, BIGTEST models the semantics of dataflow and
relational operators using logical specifications and combines them with the symbolic represen-
tation of the UDFs. The resulting representation of a big data application is used to produce a
miminum set of synthetic input records.
We evaluate BIGTEST on three criteria: fault-detection capability, test data size, and path cover-
age. Our experiment results show that BIGTEST reveals 2X more manually injected faults than prior
approaches for big data applications [91]. The test data generated by BIGTEST is 105 to 108 orders
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of magnitude smaller than the entire dataset, yet it achieves an additional 34% path coverage than
the entire dataset. Consequently, BIGTEST achieves the CPU time savings of 194X on average,
compared to testing on the entire production data. Through BIGTEST, we show that automated,
exhausted, and effective local testing is feasible for big data applications.
1.5 Contributions
We list the contribution of this dissertation below:
• We design the first set of interactive debugging primitives for big data applications in Apache
Spark. This work on interactive debugging primitives brings traditional breakpoint and
watchpoint based debugging practices to reality without posing significant performance over-
head. We realize these concepts in a real-world tool called BIGDEBUG, which is equipped
with an interactive user-interface [64].
• We make automated debugging feasible for large-scale big data applications. This work on
automated debugging for big data applications isolates the minimum set of fault-inducing
inputs among billions of input records. We also built a web-based notebook environment
where a developer can inspect the output of a big data application running on the cluster and
monitor debugging progress [68].
• We design a symbolic execution-based testing technique for big data analytics. Test data
generated by BIGTEST saves several hours of testing effort and expensive cloud resources.
We also put forward a benchmark of 35 faults real-world big data applications to support
future research in testing and debugging for big data applications [2].
1.6 Roadmap
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents related work on debug-
ging and testing practices for traditional software and their counterpart in data-intensive scalable
computing. Chapter 3 introduces interactive debugging primitives for large-scale data processing
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in Apache Spark. Chapter 4 describes a fully automated approach to isolate the root cause of a
failure in a big data application. Chapter 5 describes a new white-box testing technique for big
data applications to eliminate the possibility of runtime failures. We conclude this dissertation in
Chapter 6 with a vision of future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
Related Work
Data-Intensive Scalable Computing (DISC) systems have become an integral part of a wide va-
riety of production services [95, 127, 124] and are regularly used for day-to-day data analysis
tasks performed by data scientists [57, 87, 53]. This widespread adoption is mostly attributed
to scalability and performance characteristics of current DISC systems such as Googles MapRe-
duce [52], Apache Spark [145], Microsoft Scope [34]. Due to the widespread usage of DISC sys-
tems, the focus of recent research effort shifted to the big data analytics running on top of these sys-
tems. Recent progress including end-user declarative languages (e.g., Boom [17], PigLatin [109]
DryadLinq [141]) and new visualizations (e.g., Northstar [88] and Wrangler [84]) have lowered
the entry barrier for data analysis work [44].
2.1 Challenges in Big Data Analytics
Zhou et al. manually categorize 210 randomly sampled failures of a big data platform at Mi-
crosoft [148]. The study finds that 36.2% of in-field failures (i.e., escalations) are caused by
system-side defects, including the logical and design errors of big data applications. Job fail-
ures and slowdowns are common in big data applications, accounting for 45% and 27% of the
escalations. Fisher et al. perform a qualitative study by interviewing 16 data analysts at Microsoft
and investigate the pain points of big data analytics tools [57]. Their research finds that a cloud-
based computing solution makes it far more difficult to debug. Data analysts often find themselves
digging through trace files distributed across multiple VMs, which is often time-consuming and
unfruitful. In a very comprehensive survey of user concerns, Bagherzadeh et al. analyse 112K
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StackOverflow question posts related to big data [24]. Their investigation discovers that debug-
ging data-centric software is among the top 3 topics of questions (7.4%) outranking performance,
which comes at rank 12th with 3.6%.
Kim et al. study 800 data scientists at Microsoft and find the validation of big data analytics
to be a major challenge in addition to a lack of techniques that can boost data scientists’ confi-
dence in their work [87, 86]. Gunawi et al. analyse 597 unplanned outages of 37 internet services
based on cloud computing and find software bugs contributing to 15% of those outages, clearly
indicating the inadequate testing [69]. Alvaro et al. publish an extensive experience report on the
lack of testing and debugging techniques for distributed systems as today’s developers of big data
application continue to use GNU GDB-debugger, which should not be the defacto method [18].
Shang et al. elaborate the unique challenges related to verifying and debugging big data analytics
executions that can not be addressed easily by traditional approaches [122]. Similar studies on
the state of the practices of data-centric software development emphasize the need for testing and
debugging methodologies [54, 79, 20]. Gathani et al. interview 20 database users to understand the
preferred practices of debugging database queries [59]. Their user interviews reveal that “printf”
and “trial and error” are the standard debugging practices as the users are most familiar with such
techniques. All the above mentioned empirical studies on the challenges of developing big data
analytics applications motivate this dissertation’s focus to design debugging and testing techniques
for big data applications.
2.2 Debugging for Big Data Analytics
Execution Log Analysis of DISC Systems. Several approaches help developers debug big data
applications by collecting and analyzing execution logs. Boulon et al. monitor Hadoop clusters at
runtime and store the log data [115]. Their system collects logs for understanding a runtime failure
but does not provide realtime debug primitives. Shang et al. compare the execution log captured
on the cloud with the logs obtained using a local mode [122]. Their system abstracts the execution
logs, recovers the execution sequences, and compares the sequences between the pseudo-local and
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cloud deployments. Tan et al. analyze Hadoop logs to construct state-machine views of the program
execution to help a developer understand a Hadoop execution log [125]. Their approach computes
the histogram of the duration of each state and detects anomalies in the program execution. Xu et
al. parse console logs and combine source code analysis to detect abnormal behavior [139]. Fu et
al. map free-form text messages in log files to logging statements in source code [58]. Compared to
our work in Chapter 3, none of these post-mortem log analysis approaches help developers debug
big data applications in realtime, as their analysis is mostly based on logs comprising of metrics
about the system’s health (e.g., memory usage, GC, execution times, etc.).
Debuggers for Big Data Applications. Inspector Gadget [108] is a framework proposal for mon-
itoring and debugging data flow programs in Apache Pig [109]. The proposal is based on informal
interviews with ten Yahoo employees who write big data applications. While Inspector Gadget
proposes features such as step-through debugging, crash culprit determination, tracing, etc., it sim-
ply lists desired debug APIs but leaves it to others to implement the proposed APIs. The tracing
API of Inspector Gadget targets coarse-grained off-line tracing using a centralized server, falling
behind BIGDEBUG’s (Chapter 3) ability to trace individual records at runtime.
Arthur is a post-hoc instrumentation debugger that targets Spark and enables a user to replay
a part of the original execution [50] selectively. However, a user can only perform post-mortem
analysis and cannot inspect intermediate results at runtime. It also requires a user to write a custom
query for post-hoc instrumentation. To localize faults, Arthur requires more than one run. For
example, to remove crash-inducing records from the original input, a program crashes, and Spark
reports failed task IDs in the first run. In the second run, a user must write a custom post-hoc
instrumentation query (a new data flow graph) with those failed task IDs and run it to recompute
the intermediate results for the failed tasks. In the third run, a user removes the crash-inducing
records and re-runs the job again. In contrast, BIGDEBUG performs all three steps (i.e., run the
applications, debugging the crash-inducing record and re-run the application) in the same run in
real-time.
Daphne lets users visualize and debug DryadLINQ programs [83]. It provides a job object
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model for viewing the running tasks and enables a user to attach a debugger to a remote process
on the cluster. This approach works in DryadLINQ because all communications between tasks
are through the disk. Such an approach could work for Hadoop or MapReduce that persist in
intermediate results in the file system but does not work for an in-memory processing framework
such as Spark. TagSniff introduces a new programming abstraction (i.e., Tag and Sniff) that allows
users to insert debugging probes in a big data application [45]. Using Tag API, a user can set a
conditional breakpoint, log the intermediate data, or skip the record. The data captured through
Tag can further be inspected using a Sniff API. In comparison to our work in Chapter 3, these
approaches are not interactive and rely heavily on manual program refactoring by the developer.
Replay Debugger. Replay debugging for distributed systems has been extensively studied [105,
89] through systems such as liblog [60], R2 [70], and DCR [16]. These systems are designed to re-
play general distributed programs, and thus record all sources of non-determinism, including mes-
sage passing order across nodes, system calls, and accesses to memory shared across threads. Their
goal is to reproduce errors using the captured events. Frameworks like D3S [96], MaceODB [49]
and Aguilera et al. [14] are distributed debuggers for finding framework performance bugs, not
application bugs. These replay debuggers incur significant overhead at runtime and even larger
slowdown at replay time. In contrast, our debugging primitives in Chapter 3 leverage the struc-
ture of a data flow graph to replay sub-compensations and re-generate an incremental program
snapshot in realtime to support breakpoint debugging, leveraging the deterministic nature of DISC
framework.
2.3 Automated Debugging for Big Data Analytics
Data Dependence Analysis For Fault Detection. Detecting bugs in program input by analyz-
ing data dependence has been well explored both in software engineering and databases. In the
database, data provenance (also known as data lineage) is a tool used to explain how query results
are related to input data [48]. Herschel et al. recently survey several data provenance techniques
of the past and classify them in terms of their use cases, type/granularity of provenance, and sys-
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tem logistics [75]. They also propose three challenges in data provenance, one of which is related
automation of provenance-based debugging, which this dissertation addresses. Data provenance
has been successfully applied both in scientific workflows and databases [74, 47, 27, 19]. How-
ever, our experiments in Chapter 4 show that data provenance alone is often unable to compute the
minimum input failure-inducing set.
RAMP [112] and Newt [97] added data provenance support to DISC systems; both are capable
of performing backward tracing of faults to isolate failure-inducing inputs. However, most data
provenance approaches alone are often not able to compute the minimum input failure-inducing
set. Chothia et al. [39] is a provenance system implemented over a differential dataflow system,
like Naiad [100]. Their approach is more focused on how to provide semantically correct expla-
nations of outputs through replay by leveraging the properties of a differential dataflow system.
More recently, Wu et al. design a new database engine, Smoke, that incorporates lineage logic
within the dataflow operators and constructs a lineage query as the database query is being devel-
oped [113]. With lineage query known upfront, Smoke promises interactive data provenance speed
with low overhead. Lamp takes the challenges of data provenance by incorporating the notion of
importance through automated differentiation of the program [98]. It is capable of quantifying
the importance of inputs through a parallel derivative calculation at runtime. Ikeda et al. present
provenance properties such as minimality and precision for individual transformation operators to
support data provenance [81, 80]. However, their definition of minimality (minimum provenance)
is based on reproducing the same output record rather than producing a faulty output. Therefore,
these techniques do not guarantee a minimum set of fault-inducing inputs, whereas our work in
Chapter 4, uses the notion of test failure to identify the most precise faulty input.
In software engineering, dynamic taint analysis utilizes information flow to detect security
bugs [106, 119] and is also used to perform software testing and debugging [41, 85]. For example,
Penumbra leverages dynamic taint analysis to identify failure-relevant inputs automatically [42].
Program slicing is another technique that isolates statements or variables involved in generating a
certain faulty output [137, 13, 72]. These techniques use either static and dynamic approaches to
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localize relevant code regions. Chan et al. identify failure-inducing input data by leveraging dy-
namic slicing and origin tracking [36]. In the domain of big data analytics, a single UDF is invoked
millions of times on input data records. Recording data lineage information at the granularity of a
program statement can easily blow up the storage and add significant runtime overhead. Therefore,
traditional taint analysis is not feasible for big data applications.
Automated Debugging Through Repetitive Re-runs. Delta debugging (DD) is a well-known
technique for finding the minimal failure-inducing input that causes the program to fail [147, 146,
43]. It has been used for a variety of applications to isolate the cause-effect chain or fault-inducing
thread schedules [43, 38]. DD requires multiple executions of the program, which alone is not
tractable for DISC system workloads. HDD tries to minimize the number of executions involved
in DD by selecting only valid input configuration under the assumption that the input is in a well
defined hierarchical structure(e.g., HTML or XML) [103]. In our context, this assumption rarely
holds because the input dataset is mostly unstructured. DD is a black-box procedure that does
not consider the semantics of data-flow operators and thus cannot prune input records known to
be irrelevant. In comparison, our work in Chapter 4 uses data provenance to prune out irrelevant
inputs before applying DD, which significantly reduces program re-runs and the debugging time.
Intervention-based Explanation Systems. Several systems have recently addressed the limi-
tations of traditional data provenance to explain anomalous results by computing subsets of the
lineage having an “influence” on the outlier result. Systems of this category delete candidate so-
lutions i.e., groups of tuples, from the input and evaluate whether the outlier has changed. This
process is called intervention, which is iteratively repeated to find the most influential groups of
tuples, usually referred to as explanations [101, 118, 138]. Scorpion finds outliers in the dataset
that have the most influence on the final outcome [138]. It restricts itself to queries with aggregates
over singles tables (i.e., no joins are involved). It uses predefined partitioning strategies to isolate
the most influential partition (configuration of input) and generates the predicates representing this
partition of data. Carbin et al. solve the similar problem of finding the influential (critical) regions
in the input dataset that have a higher impact on the output using fuzzed input, execution traces,
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and classification [33]. Roy et al. mix intervention with causality to overcome the limit of Scor-
pion in generating explanations over a single table only [118]. Finally, Data X-ray extracts a set of
features representing input data properties and summarizes the errors in a structured dataset [136].
It considers the properties of data only and does not reason about how a given program takes the
input records and outputs faulty output records. These systems target a specific set of queries and
structured data, and therefore their approaches do not apply to generic programs containing, for
example, arbitrary UDFs. Furthermore, these approaches are commonly coupled with a DBMS,
which limits their scalability.
2.4 Testing For Big Data Analytics
Symbolic Execution. Symbolic execution is a widely used and studied technique in the domain
of software engineering [28, 77, 116]. The technique allows a programmer to generate logical
constraints that can be used to prove if the program satisfies certain specifications. Tools such as
KLEE [30], Pex [128], and JavaPathFinder [135] have brought symbolic execution to the forefront
of systematic program testing. In software testing, symbolic execution is traditionally used to
discover uncovered program regions in their test cases and use constraint solvers to generate test
data that would reveal faults in previously uncovered program region [29, 31, 32, 61, 99, 104, 123].
SQL-integrated applications construct and execute a database query and use the results of a
query in the subsequent logic of the program. Popular approaches to test such applications rely
on using a variant of symbolic execution to generate both application input and database state.
Emmi et al. solve this problem by performing the concolic execution of a program embedded
with an SQL query [56]. They symbolically execute the program until the query is executed and
replace the query with its pre-defined symbolic constraints. Their approach only caters to a very
basic format of an SQL query, which only uses projection, selection, insert and delete operations
(e.g., SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE). Pan et al. also perform database state generation
but with different coverage criteria goals [111]. Their method is similar to the one adopted by
Emmi et al. However, they also include support for one more relational operator i.e., join. Both
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of these techniques cannot deal with big data applications composed of complex and expressive
dataflow operators such as reduceByKey or distinct and arbitrary user-defined functions
(see Table 2.1).
Qex is a symbolic execution tool for SQL that follows the traditional symbolic execution based
test generation playbook [133]. Qex is loaded with custom theories for each relational operator. For
a given SQL query, Qex translates it into an SMT query, which is simplified into constraints using
Z3 and used as selection criteria on the input data. Cosette also generates a symbolic representation
of a relational query which is used further to either: (a) prove equivalence among two queries or
(b) generate test data (counterexamples) that explain conflicting answers from two queries [40].
Both approaches present specifications for dataflow operator that is used by our work in Chapter 5.
One of the most problematic limitations of symbolic execution is the explorations of an enor-
mous number of program paths emerging from the large codebase. In past, several heuristics-
based approaches address this path explosion problem [120, 94, 29, 23]. For example, Burnim
et al. leverage static analysis to guide symbolic execution towards uncovered paths [29]. Such
heuristics could help prioritize specific program paths. As with any other heuristics-based ap-
proach, these techniques produce many false negatives as they prioritize exploring certain program
paths. Consequently, it may lead to low test quality (or fault detection rate) of the generated test
suite. Symbolically executing a big data application in isolation (without the framework codebase)
requires abstracting dataflow operator. Our work in Chapter 5 overcomes the limitations of the tra-
ditional symbolic execution testing approaches mentioned above by using the logical specification
of dataflow operators to generate appropriate symbolic constraints.
Rosette is a framework for designing a solver-aided language [129] to ease the process of
translating each language construct into symbolic constraints. This dissertation and Rosette share
some similarities in that they both translate higher-order types such as tuples or arrays into lower-
level constraints. For side-channel analysis, Bang et al. address a similar problem (as of this
dissertation) of solving constraints that cross boundaries between different theories (numerics,
integer, and string constraints) [25]. Such cross-theory constraints are known to be challenging
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to solve with Z3 [51] or CVC4 [26]. They extend SPF by modeling strings into bit-vectors and
by integrating numeric model counting in ABC [22], an automata-based string constraint solver,
to perform model counting for both numeric and string constraints. Such extensions of ABC and
SPF could be used to generate satisfying assignments for string-based constraints in the constraints
solving phase of BIGTEST, presented in Chapter 5.
Regression Test Selection and Augmentation. Regression testing has been extensively studied in
software testing. Safe regression testing allows users to select only those test cases that exercise the
updated regions of a program and reveal all possible faults associated with these updates. Rother-
mel et al. summarize several regression testing techniques and evaluate them under a controlled
environment [117]. Their evaluation is based on four key metrics: (1) inclusiveness, measuring the
extent by which the chosen test cases lead to a different output; (2) precision, measuring the ability
of a technique to avoid selecting test cases that would not lead to a different output; (3) efficiency,
quantifying the practicality of the technique in terms of its computational cost; and (4) generality
checking if a technique is applicable on a diverse set of language constructs. Harrold et al. use the
difference between the control flow graphs (CFGs) of two versions of a program to select the test
cases most relevant to program modifications [73]. For each test case, this technique requires a list
of statements or CGF nodes covered by the test case.
Test prioritization helps the developers run their test cases to maximize fault detection in a
minimum amount of time. Elbaum et al. evaluate 14 different ways of prioritizing test cases to
achieve a higher rate of fault detection [55]. Their work prioritizes a test case on the metrics of
code coverage, fault exposing potential, or fault proneness. Several test prioritization methods
may be reused to prioritize input data records in big data applications under testing to reach the
maximum coverage. However, almost all of the above techniques require coverage profile or fault,
exposing the potential for each input record. As mentioned earlier, collecting and generating such
information is infeasible and expensive at large scale. However, using the logical specification of
dataflow operators defined in Chapter 5, we can abstract the coverage profile of the framework’s
code in terms of the equivalence classes of corresponding operators.
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Testing Large Scale Systems. Alvaro et al. publish an experience report on the state of testing
of distributed systems [18], finding existing approaches to be ad-hoc, suitable for highly skilled
”superuser”, and fundamentally unscalable. They put forward a motion for the systems community
to build end-user testing tools to increase the faults tolerance of distributed software (e.g., big data
applications), resonating with the goal of this dissertation. Our prior empirical study on the use of
differential testing for large-scale, end-to-end systems instead of traditional unit testing and find
unit testing either incomplete or infeasible in practice due to the system’s complexity [63]. They
further observe that more than 40% of tests in real-world production software take between 15
minutes to several hours, stressing fuzz testing infeasibility on large-scale, long-latency systems.
Other studies at Microsoft and Google concur exceedingly long-running test times (in the order of
hours) on their products, such as Microsoft Windows [76, 132].
Testing SQL and Data Analytics. Miao et al. generate database rows to explain the output
difference between the two queries [102]. They leverage hard-coded specifications of relational
operators and model their impact on the data provenance via input constraints. Such constraints
are used to generate synthetic data, facilitating the reasoning behind output difference among two
queries. Gupta et al. pivot their test generation technique for SQL queries guided by mutation
testing of relational operators [71]. They define a set of mutations for selected relational operators
such as join and specify rules needed for each type of join to kill the mutant. Relational database
applications rarely use user-defined function (UDF) that are prevalent in big data applications.
Even though the tools mentioned above assist in identifying faults in the relational query, they
may not reveal the faults emerging from UDF alone and from the interaction of UDF and dataflow
operators.
Testing Map-Reduce Programs. Csallner et al. propose the idea of testing commutative and
associative properties of Map-Reduce programs by generating symbolic constraints [46]. Their
goal is to identify non-determinism in a Map-Reduce program that may arise because of a non-
associative or a non-commutative user-defined function in a reduce operation. They also produce
counterexamples as evidence by running a constraint solver over symbolic path constraints. Xu et
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Dataflow Operators Olston et al. [107] Li et al. [91] Emmi et al. [56] Pan et al. [111]
Load 3 3 3 3
Map (Select) 3 3 3 3
Map (Transform) 3 3 7 7
Map (Non-Invertible) 7 7 7 7
Filter (Where) 3 3 3 3
Group 3 3 7 7
Join 3 3 7 3
Union 3 3 7 7
Distinct 7 3 7 7
Flatmap (Split) 7 3 7 7
Intersection 7 7 7 7
Sort 7 7 7 7
Reduce 7 7 7 7
Cartesian 7 7 7 7
Coalesce 7 7 7 7
Table 2.1: Support of dataflow operators in related work
al. extend the work by Csallner et al. by adding a few more Map-Reduce program properties [140].
In addition to non-determinism, they also test (1) selectivity, to verify the ratio between the size
of an input and an output of an operator; (2) statefulness, to verify if the current computation of
an operator depends on a previous computation; and (3) partition interference to know if other
partitions interfere with the results in the current partition. Unlike BIGTEST (Chapter 5), both of
these techniques only test high-level properties of individual dataflow operators used in a Map-
Reduce program. These approaches do not provide adequate coverage of user-defined functions
and overlook logical faults in a big data application.
Li et al. propose a combinatorial test data generation approach that extracts input domain
information automatically from data schema or original input and bound the scope of possible in-
put combinations [92]. Such an approach can easily blow up with an excessive number of input
combinations for input fields with relaxed constraints such as price or first name). A more gen-
eralized work by Olsten et al. test big data applications written in Pig Latin by generating testing
data [107]. Compared to random sampling, their approach provides concise data selected from
an input dataset that promises the full statement coverage of a big data application. They model
each dataflow operators into a set of equivalence classes. For example, a filter operator translates
into two equivalence classes where the first-class contains data records passing the filter, and the
second one includes the records failing the filter. The dataflow operators they support are listed in
Table 2.1. Their approach does not consider the semantics of UDFs directly and fails to generate
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test data when applied to non-invertible UDFs in operators such as transform.
Li et al. extend Olsten et al’s approach in their tool SEDGE by supporting additional dataflow
operators such as distinct and split. They use symbolic execution on dataflow operators
to produce path constraints. SEDGE considers UDFs as black-box procedures and uses them to
generate data for uncovered equivalence classes. The high-level constraints generated by their tool
may not provide the full statement coverage of the UDFs, which are crucial in testing expressive
big data applications such as Spark programs. Table 2.1 shows a side by side comparison of the
related work in terms of dataflow operators which they support.
In practice, local testing of big data application is popular and, to a certain extent, shows
promise in detecting code faults. However, it is critically important to have the right test input data
to expose program behaviors that usually surface only at scale. Yuan et al. study 198 user-reported
failures on popular DISC systems and find that majority of the failures in these reports can be
reproduced with three or fewer nodes, showing the efficacy of local testing [142]. Li et al. perform
an extensive analysis of failure in big data applications at Microsoft [93]. A key conclusion of their
study is to improve the state of local testing using a small yet carefully selected/generated subset
of input. In Chapter 5, we follow up on this recommendation and introduce a test generation
technique for big data application, making local testing highly effective.
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CHAPTER 3
Interactive Debugging Primitives for Big Data Analytics
Debugging the massive parallel computations that run in today’s data-centers is time-consuming
and error-prone. This chapter explores the following research question on debugging: what are
the necessary debugging primitives for interactive big data analytics? To address this question,
we investigate the sub-hypothesis SH1: Based on the deterministic and immutable nature of big
data applications, we can design a set of interactive debugging primitives that do not compromise
the through-put of the DISC framework running on a cluster and reduce the debugging time sig-
nificantly. In this chapter, we re-think the traditional step-through debugging and propose a set of
interactive, expressive, and real-time debugging primitives for big data applications, meeting the
requirements of low overhead, scalability, and fine granularity.
3.1 Introduction
Currently, developers do not have easy means to debug big data applications. The use of cloud
computing makes application development feel more like batch jobs, and the nature of debugging
is, therefore, post-mortem. Developers are notified of runtime failures or incorrect outputs after
many hours of wasted computing cycles on the cloud.
We design BIGDEBUG to provide interactive, real-time debugging primitives for big data appli-
cations. BIGDEBUG provides simulated breakpoints and watchpoint, which create the illusion of a
breakpoint with the ability to inspect selected program state in distributed worker nodes. BIGDE-
BUG also supports fine-grained forward and backward tracing at the level of individual records by
leveraging prior work on data provenance within Spark [82]. To avoid restarting a job from scratch
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Figure 3.1: BIGDEBUG’s web-based interactive user interface
in case of a crash, BIGDEBUG provides a real-time quick fix and resume feature where a user can
modify code or data at runtime. It also provides fine-grained latency monitoring to notify a user
which records are taking much longer than other records. All the features in BIGDEBUG are avail-
able through a web-based user interface, as shown in Figure 3.1, which provides a live stream of
debugging information.
In the most conservative experimental setting, BIGDEBUG takes 2.5 times longer than the base-
line Spark where BIGDEBUG is enabled with record-level tracing, crash culprit determination, and
latency profiling, and every operation at every step is instrumented with breakpoints and watch-
points. If we disable the most expensive record-level latency profiling, BIGDEBUG introduces an
overhead less than 34% on average. BIGDEBUG’s quick fix and resume feature allows a user to
recover appropriately from a crash and resume the rest of the computation, resulting in up to 100%
time-saving. BIGDEBUG narrows down the scope of failure-inducing data by orders of magnitude
through fine-grained tracing of individual records within the distributed data processing pipeline.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses the background on large
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data-parallel processing in Apache Spark and why we chose Spark. Section 3.3 introduces a set
of interactive debugging primitives with a running example. Section 3.4 describes the design
and implementation of individual features. Section 3.5 presents a demonstration of BIGDEBUG.
Section 3.6 describes evaluation settings and the results. Section 3.7 discusses the next research
direction.
3.2 Background: Apache Spark
Apache Spark [145] is a large scale data processing platform that achieves orders-of-magnitude
better performance than Hadoop MapReduce [3] for iterative workloads. BIGDEBUG targets Spark
because of its wide adoption—with over 800 developers and 200 companies leveraging its capabilities—
and support for interactive ad-hoc analytics, allowing programmers to explore the data as they re-
fine their data-processing logic. Spark’s high-level programming model provides over 80 types of
data manipulating operations and supports language bindings for Scala, Java, Python and R. Fur-
thermore, a variety of domain specific extensions have been built on Spark, including MLLib [4]
for machine learning, GraphX [62] for graph processing, SparkSQL [21] for relational queries,
and statistical analysis in R. Spark can consume data from a variety of data sources, including dis-
tributed file systems (like HDFS [121]), object stores (like Amazon S3 [1]), key-value stores (like
Cassandra and HBase), and traditional RDBMS (like MySQL and Postgres).
The Spark programming model can be viewed as an extension to the MapReduce program-
ming model that includes direct support for traditional relational algebra operators (e.g., group-by,
join, filter), and iterative computations through a “for” loop language construct. These extensions
offer orders-of-magnitude better performance over previous Big Data processing frameworks like
Apache Hadoop [3] for iterative workloads like machine learning. Spark also comes with a relaxed
fault tolerance model—based on workflow lineage [27]—that is built into its primary abstraction:
Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) [144], which exposes a set of data processing operations
called transformations (e.g., map, reduce, filter group-by, join) and actions (e.g., count, collect).
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of Spark with BIGDEBUG
Spark programmers leverage RDDs to apply a series of transformations to a collection of data
records (or tuples) stored in a distributed fashion e.g., in HDFS [121]. Calling a transformation
on an RDD produces a new RDD that represents the result of applying the given transformation
to the input RDD. Transformations are lazily evaluated. The actual evaluation of an RDD occurs
when an action is called. At that point the Spark runtime executes all transformations leading up
to the RDD, on which it then evaluates the action e.g., the count action counts the number of
records in the RDD. A complete list of transformations and actions can be found in the Spark
documentation [6].
1 //WordCount.Scala
2 val textFile = spark.textFile("hdfs://...")
3 val counts = textFile
4 .flatMap(line => line.split(" "))
5 .map(word => (word, 1))
6 .reduceByKey(_ + _).collect()
Figure 3.3: Scala word count application in Apache Spark
Figure 3.3 shows a word count program written in Spark using Scala. In this program, the
frequency of each unique word in the input text file is calculated. It splits each word using a space
as a separator, and maps each word to a tuple containing the word text and 1 (the initial count).
The reduceByKey transformation groups the tuples based on the word (i.e., the key) and sums
up the word counts in the group. Finally, the collect action triggers the evaluation of the RDD
referencing the output of the reduceByKey transformation. The result of the collect action
is a list of tuples—containing each unique word and its frequency—that is returned to the driver
program.
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Figure 3.4: Data transformations in word count with 3 tasks
The Spark platform consists of three modules: a driver, a master, and a worker. A master
node controls distributed job execution and provides a rendezvous point between a driver and the
workers. The master node monitors the liveliness of all worker nodes and tracks the available
resources (i.e., CPU, RAM, SSD, etc.). Worker nodes are initiated as a process running in a JVM.
Figure 3.2 shows an example Spark cluster containing three worker nodes, a master node, and a
driver. A Spark job consists of a series of transformations that end with an action. Clients submit
such jobs to the driver, which forwards it to the master node. Internally, the Spark master translates
a series of RDD transformations into a DAG of stages, where each stage contains some sub-series
of transformations until a shuffle step is required (i.e., data must be re-partitioned). The Spark
scheduler is responsible for executing each stage in topological order, with tasks that perform the
work of a stage on input partitions. Each stage is fully executed before downstream dependent
stages are scheduled. The final output stage evaluates the action that triggered the execution. The
action result values are collected from each task and returned (via the master) to the driver program,
which can initiate another series of transformations ending with an action.
Figure 3.4 represents the execution plan (stage DAG) for our word count example in Figure 3.3.
The input text is divided into three partitions. The driver compiles the program into two stages.
Stage 1 applies the flatmap and map transformations to each input partition. A shuffle step is
then required to group the tuples by the word. Stage 2 processes the output of that shuffle step by
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1 val log = "s3n://xcr:wJY@ws/logs/poll.log"
2 val text_file = spark.textFile(log)
3 val count = text_file
4 .filter( line => line.contains("Texas"))
5 .filter( line => line.split(" ")[3].toInt > 1440012701)
6 .map(line = > (line.split(" ")[1] , 1))
7 .reduceByKey(_ + _).collect()
Figure 3.5: Election poll log analysis program in Scala
summing up the counts for each word. The final result is then collected and returned to the driver.
In this example, both stages are executed by three tasks; in Stage 1, a task is assigned to each input
partition; and in Stage 2, a task is assigned to each partition produced by the shuffle step. It is
also worth noting that each task runs on a separate thread, so each worker may run multiple tasks
concurrently using multiple executors based on resource availability such as the number of cores.
3.3 Motivating Scenario
This section overviews BIGDEBUG’s features using a motivating example. Suppose that Alice
writes a Spark program to parse and analyze election poll logs. The log consists of billions of log
entries and is stored in Amazon S3. The size of the data makes it difficult to analyze the logs using
a local machine only. Each log entry contains the phone number, the candidate preferred by the
callee, the state where the callee lives, and a UNIX timestamp, for example:
249-904-9999 Clinton Texas 1440023983
Figure 3.5 shows the program written by Alice, which totals the number of “votes” in Texas
for each candidate, across all phone calls that occurred after a particular date. Line 2 loads the log
entry data stored in Amazon S3 and converts it to an RDD object. Line 4 selects lines containing
the term ‘Texas.’ Line 5 selects lines whose timestamps are recent enough. Line 6 extracts the
candidate name of each entry and emits a key-value pair of that vote and the number 1. Line 7
counts the votes for each candidate by summing by key.
Alice already tested this program by downloading the first million log entries from the Ama-
zon S3 onto a local disk and running the Spark program in a local mode. When she tests her
program with the subset of the data using a local mode, there is no failure. However, when she
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1 filter{ line =>
2 var time = line.split(" ")[3]
3 val date = new Date("YYYY-MM-DD")
4 if( date.checkFormat( time ) )
5 time = date.getTimeInUnix( time )
6 time.toInt > 1440012701 }
Figure 3.6: Realtime code fix for filter
runs the same program on a much bigger data stored in S3 using a cluster mode, she encounters a
crash. Spark reports to Alice the physical view of the crash only—the type of crash, in this case
NumberFormatException, with a stack trace, the id of a failed task, the id of an executor
node encountering the crash, the number of re-trials before reporting the crash, etc. However, such
physical-layer information does not help Alice to debug which specific input log entry is causing
the crash. Though Spark reports the task ID of a crash, it is impossible for Alice to know which
records were assigned to the crashed executor and which specific entry is causing the crash. Even
if she identifies a subset of input records assigned to the task, it is not feasible for her to manually
inspect millions of records assigned to the failed task. She tries to rerun the program several times
but the crash is persistent, making it less probable to occur due to a hardware failure in the cluster.
Crash Culprit Determination. With BIGDEBUG, Alice is provided with a specific record causing
the crash, in this case a record, ”312-222-904 Trump Illinois 2015-10-11.” BIGDEBUG first reports
a specific transformation responsible for the crash as well—line 5 in Figure 3.5 at time.toInt,
which tries to change the timestamp from String to Integer, causing a NumberFormatException.
Using BIGDEBUG’s backward tracing feature, Alice then locates the specific log entry in the S3 in-
put causing the crash. She then sees that this log entry uses a timestamp in Date format rather than
UNIX format.
RealTime Code Fix and Resume. Without BIGDEBUG, Alice can only modify the input data and
restart the job from scratch, incurring wasted computation in running Amazon EC2 services. Using
BIGDEBUG, Alice can fix the code on the fly by replacing the original filter at line number 5 with
the one in Figure 3.6 and resuming the failed computation.
Guarded Watchpoint. Even after fixing the crash, Alice sees that the total number of votes found
by the program is greater than what she expected to find. Using BIGDEBUG’s breakpoint, Al-
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1 abstract class RDD[T: ClassTag]( ....
2 def watchpoint(f: T => Boolean): RDD[T]
3 def breakpoint
4 def breakpoint(f:T => Boolean)
5 def enableLatencyAlert(set : Boolean)
6 def setCrashConfiguration(set : CrashConfiguration)
7 def setFunction(f : T => U)
8 def goBackAll: LineageRDD
9 def goNextAll: LineageRDD
10 def goBack: LineageRDD
11 def goNext: LineageRDD
12 ....
Figure 3.7: BIGDEBUG’s API
ice investigates the intermediate result right after the second transformation at line number 5 in
Figure 3.5. Without BIGDEBUG, investigating such intermediate result is not possible, because
Spark combines all transformations within a single stage and evaluates them all at once. BIGDE-
BUG allows a user to set a breakpoint at any transformation step and investigate the intercepted
intermediate results. She suspects that some UNIX timestamps may be in the 13-digit millisec-
ond format, while the code assumes timestamps are in the 10-digit second format. She there-
fore installs a watchpoint guarded by the following predicate (an ordinary function): (line =>
line.split(" ")[3].length > 10. BIGDEBUG dynamically retrieves the data matching
this guard, and she can continue to modify the guard iteratively in order to investigate further.
3.4 Debugging Primitives
To provide interactive step-wise debugging primitives in Spark, BIGDEBUG must address three
technical challenges. First, it must be scalable to handle large data sets on the order of terabytes.
Second, since the debugger process on the driver must monitor and communicate with a large
number of worker nodes performing tasks on the cloud, BIGDEBUG must have a low overhead,
minimizing unnecessary communication and data transfer. Third, to help localize the cause of
errors, BIGDEBUG must support fine-grained data inspection and monitoring capabilities at the
level of individual records rather than tasks. Currently, Spark reports failures at the level of tasks
only. Since a single task processes millions of records, locating a failed task is inadequate, as it is
impossible for a user to manually inspect millions of records.
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Figure 3.8: BIGDEBUG instruments a program automatically based on debugger control commands
entered by a user.
BIGDEBUG tackles these challenges by adopting a tight integration approach with Spark’s run-
time. Instead of creating a wrapper of existing Spark modules to track the input and output of
each stage, BIGDEBUG directly extends Spark to monitor pipelined, intra-stage transformations.
To maximize the throughput of big data processing, BIGDEBUG provides simulated breakpoints
that enable a user to inspect a program state in a remote executor node without actually pausing the
entire computation. To reduce developers’ burden in inspecting a large amount of data, on-demand
watchpoints retrieve intermediate data using a guard and transfer the selected data on demand.
These primitives are motivated by prior user studies in Inspector Gadget [108], where they inter-
viewed DISC developers in Yahoo and found that DISC developers want step-through debugging,
crash culprit determination, and tracing features. Inspector Gadget proposes desired primitives but
does not implement them.
The API for BIGDEBUG is shown in Figure 3.7 and targets Scala. A user may also use a web-
based debugger UI to automatically insert corresponding API calls in the code. For example, the
instrumented code on the bottom-right of Figure 3.8 is automatically generated from the debugger
commands at the top of the figure.
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of simulated breakpoint
3.4.1 Simulated Breakpoint
Doing a step by step execution to inspect intermediate outputs is a common debugging strategy.
There are two technical challenges in implementing breakpoints in Spark. First, traditional break-
points will pause the entire execution at the breakpoint, while a user investigates an intermediate
program state. If we naively implement a normal breakpoint, a driver will communicate with all
executor nodes so that each executor will process data until the breakpoint in the DAG and pause
its computation until further debug commands are provided. This naive approach causes all the
computing resources on the cloud to be temporarily wasted, decreasing throughput. Second, Spark
optimizes its performance through pipelining transformations in a single stage. Therefore there is a
mismatch between the logical view of data transformation and the physical view of data processing
during debugging. For example, when two transformations t1 and t2 are applied to x, these are
combined to t2(t1(x)) in a single stage and the intermediate result of t1(x) is not viewable,
as it is not materialized or stored.
Simulated Breakpoint. A simulated breakpoint enables a user to inspect intermediate results at
a given breakpoint and resume the execution to create an illusion of a breakpoint, even though
the program is still running on the cloud in the background. When a simulated breakpoint is hit,
BIGDEBUG spawns a new process to record the transformation lineage of the breakpoint, while
letting the executors continue processing the task. For example, in Figure 3.9, when a user sets a
breakpoint after flatmap, program state S2 is captured from the original workflow without
affecting its execution. Therefore, setting a simulated breakpoint has almost zero overhead, as it
only retains information to re-generate the program state from the latest materialization point, i.e.,
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the last stage boundary before the simulated breakpoint, in this case S1.
When a user requests intermediate results from the simulated breakpoint, BIGDEBUG then re-
computes the intermediate results and caches the results. If a user queries data between transfor-
mations such as flatmap and map in Figure 3.9 within the same stage, BIGDEBUG forces mate-
rialization of intermediate results by inserting a breakpoint and watchpoint (described in
Section 3.4.2) API call on the RDD object to collect the intermediate results.
Resume and Step Over. When a user enters a resume command using BIGDEBUG’s user in-
terface, BIGDEBUG will automatically jump to the original workflow running in the background.
This procedure improves the overall throughput of the distributed processing. When a user enters a
step over command to investigate the state after the next transformation in the UI, BIGDEBUG
replays the execution to the next instruction only from the latest materialization point. This feature
differentiates BIGDEBUG from an existing replay debugger such as Arthur [50], which restarts a
job from the beginning. In Figure 3.9, when a user selects step over, a new workflow will start
from the nearest possible materialization point, in this case, S1. BIGDEBUG uses the materialized
state S1 and executes later operations while capturing S3 on the go.
Realtime Code Fix. When a user finds anomalies in intermediate data, currently the only option
is to terminate the job and rewrite the program to handle the outliers. Terminating a job at a later
stage will waste all computations before. Because running tasks on cloud costs lots of money and
even days to process billions of records, we hypothesize that developers are less likely to terminate
the program after inspecting it at the breakpoint.
To save the cost of re-run, BIGDEBUG allows a user to replace any code in the succeeding
RDDs after the breakpoint. If a user wants to modify code, BIGDEBUG applies the fix from the last
materialization point rather than the beginning of the program to reuse previously computed results.
Assuming that a breakpoint is in place, a user submits a new function (i.e., a data transformation
operator) at the driver. The function is then compiled using Scala’s NSC [5] library and shipped
to each worker to override the call to the original function, when the respective RDD is executed.
Suppose a user sets a breakpoint after flatmap and the program is paused in Figure 3.9. A user
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can replace the function in the map transformation from ((word => (word,1)) to {word
=> if (word!=null) (word,1); else (word,0);}. When a user resumes after the
fix at S2, a new workflow will start from S1 and later RDDs including modified ones will be
computed until the end of the workflow is reached and the background job of the original workflow
is terminated. BIGDEBUG checks whether the supplied function has the same type as the original
function through static type checking. Therefore, a user cannot provide a code fix that breaks the
integrity of the used data type. When a user replaces function f with a new function g, BIGDEBUG
applies g to all records from the last materialization point to ensure consistency.
3.4.2 On-Demand Watchpoint with Guard
Similar to watching a variable in a traditional debugger like gdb, BIGDEBUG provides a watch-
point to inspect intermediate data. Because millions of records are passing through a data-parallel
pipeline, it is infeasible for a user to inspect all intermediate records. Such data transfer would
also incur high communication overhead, as all worker nodes must transfer the intermediate re-
sults back to the driver node. To overcome these challenges, BIGDEBUG provides an on-demand
watchpoint with a guard closure function. A user can provide a guard to query a subset of data
matching the guard. For example, (r=>r>4) is an anonymous function that takes r as input
and returns true, if r is greater than 4, and rdd.watchpoint(r=>r>4) sets a watchpoint to
retrieve all records greater than 4. BIGDEBUG automatically compiles such user-provided guard
and distributes it to worker nodes to retrieve the matching data.
On-Demand Batch Transfer. To reduce communication overhead, BIGDEBUG batches interme-
diate data and sends them to the driver when needed. If no request is made for the watchpointed
data from the user, it will be kept at the workers until the end of the stage or the next breakpoint
in the same stage, if there is any. When the computation passes the end of the stage, the remaining
filtered data are flushed, so that there are enough memory available for other Spark operations.
Dynamic Guard Modification. A user can modify a guard function to narrow down the scope
of captured data. This feature is called a dynamic guard, as the function can be refined iteratively
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Figure 3.10: An intermediate record “23s” at the map transformation causes a crash. BIGDEBUG
reports the crash culprit, “23s” to the user and a user supplies the corrected record, “23”.
while the Spark job is executing. A watchpoint guard is built on top of Scala and Java and is
written like a normal Spark program. For example, an expression (value. 1.length > 50
&& value. 2 == 1) filters values where the length of first element in tuple is greater than 50
and the value of second element in tuple is 1. When a user updates a guard during a Spark job,
BIGDEBUG uses Scala’s NSC library [5] to compile the guard at the driver node and ships it to all
workers. Individual workers then load the new guard at each executor. Using a dynamic guard, a
user can tune the amount of data being transferred and presented.
3.4.3 Crash Culprit and Remediation
DISC systems are limited in their ability to handle failures at runtime. In Spark, crashes cause
the correctly computed stages to simply be thrown away. Remediating a crash at runtime can save
time and resources by avoiding a program re-run from scratch. BIGDEBUG leverages fine-grained
tracing to be discussed in Section 3.4.4 to identify a crash-inducing input, not just a crash culprit
record in the intermediate stage. While waiting for a user intervention, BIGDEBUG runs pending
tasks continuously to utilize idle resources and to achieve high throughput.
Crash Culprit Determination. When a crash occurs at an executor, BIGDEBUG sends all the re-
quired information to the driver, so that the user can examine crash culprits and take actions as
depicted in Figure 3.10. When a crash occurs, BIGDEBUG reports (1) a crash culprit—an interme-
diate record causing a crash (2) a stack trace, (3) a crashed RDD, and (4) the original input record
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inducing a crash by leveraging backward tracing in Section 3.4.4.
Remediation. BIGDEBUG avoids the re-generation of prior stages by allowing a user to either
correct the crashed record, skip the crash culprit, or supply a code fix to repair the crash culprit.
A naive resolution approach is to pause the execution, report the crash culprit to the driver and
wait until a resolution is provided from the user. This method has the disadvantage of putting the
workers in the idle mode, reducing throughput. Therefore, BIGDEBUG provides the following two
methods.
• Lazy Repair of Records. In case of a crash, the executor reports a crash culprit to the driver
but continues processing the remaining pending records. Once the executor reaches the end
of the task, it then waits for a corrected record from the user. This approach parallelizes
the crash resolution without holding back the executor. If there are multiple crash culprits,
BIGDEBUG accumulates the crashed records at the driver and lets all executors terminate,
except the very last executor. The last executor on hold then processes the group of corrected
records provided from the user, before the end of the stage. This method applies to the pre-
shuffle stage only, because the record distribution must be consistent with existing record-to-
worker mappings. This optimization of replacing crash-inducing records in batch improves
performance.
• Lazy Code Fix. BIGDEBUG accumulates crash culprits at the driver and lets all executors
continue processing the pending records. It then asks a user to supply a code fix to repair
the crash culprits, i.e., a new repair function to apply to the crash-culprits. Our assumption
is that the new function extends the original function to clean the crash-inducing records and
a user would like to see some results rather than nothing, because the current Spark does
not provide any output to the user when a task crashes, even for successful inputs. If a user
wants to apply a completely different function g to all records, she can use our Realtime
Code Fix at simulated breakpoint instead. Similar to the above lazy repair of records, the last
executor on hold applies the supplied function to the crash culprits in batch before the end
of the stage.
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Figure 3.11: A logical trace plan that recursively joins data lineage tables, back to the input lines
3.4.4 Forward and Backward Tracing
BIGDEBUG supports fine-grained tracing of individual records by invoking a data provenance query
on the fly. The data provenance problem in the database community refers to identifying the
origin of final (or intermediate) output. Data provenance support for DISC systems is challenging,
because operators such as aggregation, join, and group-by create many-to-one or many-
to-many mappings for inputs and outputs and these mappings are physically distributed across
different worker nodes.
BIGDEBUG uses data provenance capability implemented through an extension of Spark’s RDD
abstraction (called LineageRDD) that leverages Spark’s built-in fault tolerance and data manage-
ment infrastructure [82]. The LineageRDD abstraction provides programmers with data prove-
nance query capabilities. Provenance data is captured at the record level granularity, by tagging
records with identifiers and associating output record identifiers with the relevant input record
identifier, for a given transformation. From any given RDD, a Spark programmer can obtain a
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LineageRDD reference and use it to perform data tracing—i.e., the ability to transition backward
(or forward) in the Spark program dataflow, at the record level.
BIGDEBUG instruments submitted Spark programs with tracing agents that wrap transforma-
tions at stage boundaries. These agents implement the LineageRDD abstraction and have two
responsibilities: (1) tag input and output records with unique identifiers for a given transformation
and (2) store the associations between input and output record identifiers as a data provenance
table in Spark’s native storage system. For example, Figure 3.11 shows intermediate results and a
corresponding data provenance table for each agent. For example, the first line at offset 0 “After is
said” is assigned with a unique output identifier, a. As this line is split into multiple records such
as (After, 1) and (is, 1), unique output identifiers such as x and y are assigned to the corresponding
key and partial count pairs. BIGDEBUG utilizes specific tracing agents based on the type of trans-
formation e.g., data ingested from Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and Amazon S3, and
all native Spark transformations; agents are pluggable, making it easy to support other input data
storage environments e.g., Cassandra, HBase, and RDBMS.
Once the provenance data is recorded, tracing queries can be issued using the lineage-related
methods of the API in Figure 3.7. The goBackAll and goNextAll methods are used to
compute the full trace backward and forward respectively. That is, given some result record(s),
goBackAll returns all initial input records (e.g., in HDFS) that contributed in the generation of
the result record(s); goNextAll returns all the final result records that a starting input record(s)
contributed to in a transformation series. A single step backward or forward is supported by the
goBack and goNext respectively. At any given point in the trace, the user can interactively issue
a native Spark collect action to view the raw data referenced by the LineageRDD.
When a tracing query is issued, BIGDEBUG logically reconstructs the path connecting input
to output records by recursively joining the provenance tables generated by the tracing agents, as
shown in Figure 3.11 using the word count example. After executing a word count job, a user
may want to perform a full backward tracing from the output value (is, 2). BIGDEBUG does this
by first retrieving the identifier for output (is, 2) from the output provenance table. Figure 3.11
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Figure 3.12: When latency monitoring is enabled, straggler records are reported to the user.
shows that identifier to be equal to 1, and the corresponding mappings have two input identifiers y
and w. Tracing proceeds by (recursively) joining the provenance tables, at neighboring capture
agents, along the output and input values. on represents a join operation of provenance tables. For
instance, the join of Agent 3 and Agent 2 produces the Step 1 trace result. Subsequently, joining
Step 1 with Agent 1 produces the Step 2 trace result, which is the final trace result referencing
HDFS input records at offsets 0 and 18, both containing the word “is”.
Supporting data provenance, while logically simple, is difficult to achieve in a DISC environ-
ment such as Spark because the size of input-output identifier mappings is as large as all interme-
diate results, and data provenance tables are physically distributed across worker nodes. For these
reasons, Spark’s internal storage service is used for storing provenance data, and a distributed join
implementation uses partition information embedded into the record identifiers to optimize the
shuffle step. Implementing an optimized distributed join of data provenance tables in Spark is the
subject of another paper [82], which details the advantage of an optimized distributed join in Spark
over storing data provenance tables in external storage services (e.g., HDFS, MySQL).
3.4.5 Fine-Grained Latency Alert
In big data processing, it is important to identify which records are causing delay. Spark re-
ports a running time only at the level of tasks, making it difficult to identify individual straggler
records—records responsible for slow processing. To localize performance anomalies at the record
level, BIGDEBUG wraps each operator with a latency monitor. For each record at each transforma-
tion, BIGDEBUG computes the time taken to process each record, keeps track of a moving average,
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and sends to the monitor, if the time is greater than k standard deviations above the moving aver-
age where default k is 2. Figure 3.12 shows an example of how straggler records are tagged and
reported to the debugger. As we show in Section 3.6, record-level latency alert poses the highest
overhead among BIGDEBUG’s primitives due to the cost of taking a timestamp for processing each
record and computing the moving average among millions of records per executor.
1 val log = "s3n://xcr:wJY@ws/logs/enroll.log"
2 val text_file = spark.textFile(log)
3 val avg = text_file
4 .map(line = > (line.split()[2] , line.split()[3].toInt) )
5 .groupByKey()
6 .map(v => (v._1 , average(v._2)) )
7 .collect()
Figure 3.13: College student data analysis program in Scala
3.5 Tool Interfaces
In this section, we will walk through the tool features of BIGDEBUG with focus on tool demonstra-
tion. Suppose Alice wants to process all US college student data. Because of the dataset massive
size, she cannot store and analyze the data in a single machine. Suppose that she intends to com-
pute the average age of all college students in each year (freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior)
using the program of Figure 3.13. 1 Timothy Sophomore 21 is the format of a sample
input record.
She starts by loading the US college student data from an Amazon S3 storage into the cluster
(line 2). She the parses the data into appropriate key-value date types, where a key is the status
category for a student and the value is the age of that student (line 4). Records are then grouped
with respect to the key, and the average for each category is computed (lines 5 and 6). Finally, at
line 7 she executes the job and requests the result to be sent to the driver.
Simulated Breakpoint and Guarded Watchpoint. Suppose that Alice wants to inspect the pro-
gram state at line 3. She can insert a simulated breakpoint using BIGDEBUG’s API i.e., simulated-
Breakpoint(r => !COLLEGEYEAR.contains(r.split()[2]))with the guard pred-
icate indicating that the second field is not one of the pre-defined college years. While the Spark
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Figure 3.14: BIGDEBUG extends Spark’s user interface to provide runtime debugging features
program instrumented with breakpoints is running on the cluster, Alice can use a web-based de-
bugger interface by connecting to a configured port. Using this interface, she can view the DAG
of the data flow program. On the left hand side of Figure 3.14, the yellow node (Ê) in the DAG
represents a breakpoint. Alice can use the code editor window on the right hand side to see the
Spark program in execution. Statements with a breakpoint are tagged using a red arrow.
She can click on the green node (Ë) on the DAG, which redirects her to a new web page,
where intermediate records are displayed. When she requests to view the internal program state,
the captured records from the guarded watchpoint are transferred to the driver node and dis-
played as shown in Figure 3.15. Upon viewing the intermediate records at the breakpoint, Al-
ice discovers that some records use number 2 instead of Sophomore to indicate the status year:
1 Timothy 2 21 .
Realtime Code Fix. From the outlier records, Alice immediately learns that her program should
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Figure 3.15: A user can edit the guard predicate using an editor.
handle records with a status year written in numbers. To apply realtime code fix, Alice can click on
the corresponding transformation (Ì) marked in blue in the DAG. She can then insert a new user-
defined function to replace the old one using the related code editor provided by the BIGDEBUG
UI. The code fix can now handle status year both in number and string formats. In addition to a
realtime code fix feature, Alice can use resume and step over commands. These control commands
are available in BIGDEBUG’s UI.
Figure 3.16: Options provided by the crash remediation UI
Crash Culprit Remediation. Suppose that, after several hours of computation, a runtime ex-
ception occurs during the data processing. BIGDEBUG alerts Alice on the intermediate record
responsible for the crash. These alerts turn the corresponding transformation node of the DAG to
be red (Í in our example workflow of Figure 3.14) and highlight the corresponding code line in
the main editor window to be red as well. When Alice clicks on the red node (Í) in the DAG, she
is redirected to the crash culprit page of Figure 3.16. This page contains the following crash culprit
record: 1221 Matthew 4 24yr. Alice may skip or modify the crash inducing intermediate
record directly. Figure 3.16 shows the options provided on the UI to perform these remediation
operations on the crash-inducing records.
Forward and Backward Tracing. During crash remediation, Alice can invoke forward and back-
ward tracing features at runtime to find the original input records responsible for the crash. On
the crash culprit UI, Alice can invoke the backward tracing query by pressing the trace to input
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button. BIGDEBUG performs backward tracing in a new process to trace crash-inducing records in
the original input data.
Figure 3.17: Top most straggling records are visualized in bar chart showing the delays relative to
average
Fine-Grained Latency Monitoring. Alice can select a latency-enabled RDD from a drop-down
menu to visualize straggler records (i.e., delay-causing records) in a streaming fashion. Figure 3.17
depicts a set of stragglers that Alice sees when enabling latency monitoring for RDD 3.
3.6 Evaluation
We evaluate BIGDEBUG’s (1) scalability, (2) performance overhead, (3) localizability improvement
in determining crash-inducing records, and (4) time saving w.r.t to an existing replay debugger. The
main purpose of our evaluation is to investigate whether BIGDEBUG keeps performance similar to
the original Spark and retains its scalability, while supporting interactive debugging.
• How does BIGDEBUG scale to massive data?
• What is the performance overhead of instrumentation and additional communication for de-
bugging primitives?
• How much localizability improvement does BIGDEBUG achieve by leveraging fine-grained,
record level tracing?
• How much time saving does BIGDEBUG provide through its runtime crash remediation, in
comparison to an existing replay debugger?
We use a cluster consisting of sixteen i7-4770 machines, each running at 3.40GHz and equipped
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Overhead
Benchmark Dataset(GB)
Max w/o Latency
PigMix L1 1, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200 1.38X 1.29X
Grep 20, 30, 40, . . . 90 1.76X 1.07X
Word Count 0.5 to 1000 (increment with a log scale) 2.5X 1.34X
Table 3.1: Performance evaluation on subject programs
with 4 cores (2 hyper-threads per core), 32GB of RAM, and 1TB of disk capacity. The operating
system is a 64bit Ubuntu 12.04. The datasets are all stored on HDFS version 1.0.4 with a replication
factor of 1—one copy of each dataset across the cluster. We compare BIGDEBUG’s performance
against the baseline Spark, version 1.2.1. The level of parallelism was set at two tasks per core.
This configuration allows us to run up to 120 tasks simultaneously.
We use three Spark programs for our performance experiments: WordCount, Grep, and Pig-
Mix query L1. WordCount computes the number of word occurrences grouped by unique words.
WordCount comprises of 4 transformations, which are divided into 2 stages: the first stage loads
the input file (textfile), splits each line into a bag of words (flatmap), creates a tuple of
(word, 1) (map), and the second stage reduces the key-value pairs using each word as the key
(reduceByKey). Grep finds the lines in the input datasets that contain a queried string. Grep
comprises of only 1 stage with 2 transformations : textfile reads the input file line by line
and filter applies a predicate to see if the line contains a substring. PigMix’s latency query
L1 is a performance benchmark for DISC systems in which an unstructured data is transformed
and analyzed. L1 comprises of 2 stages: the first stage contains textfile, 2 maps, flatmap
followed by 2 maps and the second stage has reduceByKey followed by a map.
For our performance experiment, we vary input size from 500MB to 1TB by using an unstruc-
tured data made up of Zipf distribution over a vocabulary of 8000 terms. All runs are repeated
10 times. We compute a trimmed mean by removing the shortest 2 runs and the longest 2 runs,
because the running time of big data applications depends on various factors such as a warm up
of HDFS cache, garbage collection, and network I/O. In big data systems, a variation of 5% is
considered noise, because of these factors.
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Figure 3.18: BIGDEBUG’s scalability and overhead
3.6.1 Scalability
We perform experiments to show that BIGDEBUG scales to massive data, similar to Spark. More
specifically, we assess the scale up property—BIGDEBUG can ingest and process massive data
and its running time increases in proportion to the increase in data size. We assess the scale out
property—as the number of worker nodes (the degree of parallelization) increases, the running
time decreases.
Scaling Up. Figure 3.18a shows the scale-up experiment while varying the data size from a few gi-
gabytes to one terabyte. In this experiment, BIGDEBUG is used with the maximum instrumentation
where breakpoints and watchpoints are set in every line and latency monitoring, crash remedia-
tion, and data provenance are enabled for every record at every transformation. The running time
of BIGDEBUG grows steadily in proportion to the running time of Spark. As the data size increases,
BIGDEBUG’s running time also increases, because large input data requires the scheduler to cre-
ate more tasks, assign the tasks to workers, and coordinate distributed execution to improve data
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locality, throughput, and HDFS caching.
With such maximum instrumentation, BIGDEBUG scales well to massive data (1TB). Fig-
ure 3.18b shows the overhead in WordCount. BIGDEBUG takes 2.5X longer on average in compar-
ison to the baseline Spark. This 2.5X overhead is a very conservative upper bound, as a developer
may not need to monitor the latency of each record at every transformation and may not need to
set breakpoints on every operator. When disabling the most expensive feature, record-level latency
monitoring, BIGDEBUG poses an average overhead of 34% only. In Grep and L1, the overheads are
1.76X and 1.38X with the maximum instrumentation and 7% and 29% respectively when latency
monitoring is disabled (see Table 3.1).
Scaling Out. The property of scaling out is essential for any DISC system. We change the number
of worker nodes (essentially the total number of cores) on a fixed size dataset and record a running
time for both BIGDEBUG and the baseline Spark. As the number of cores increases, the running
time should decrease. Figure 3.18c shows that BIGDEBUG does not affect the scale-out property
of the baseline Spark. When there are too many workers, it makes it hard for the Spark scheduler
to retain locality, and BIGDEBUG also ends up moving data around at stage boundaries between
workers.
3.6.2 Overhead
We measure the overhead as the increase in the running time of BIGDEBUG w.r.t the baseline Spark.
The performance overhead comes from instrumentation and communication between the driver
and the workers and data transfer to carry the requested debug information to the user. BIGDEBUG
works at the record level. Therefore, the overhead increases in proportion to the number of records
in each stage. For example, when the WordCount program splits input lines into a bag of words at
the flatmap transformation, the overhead increases.
Simulated Breakpoint. BIGDEBUG offers almost 0% overhead to pause and instantly resume.
This overhead is the same across all subject programs because instantly resuming simulated break-
point does not involve any additional instrumentation. On the other hand, a traditional breakpoint
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adds overhead because it must pause and cache the intermediate state entirely. Figure 3.18d shows
the comparison results between simulated breakpoints and traditional breakpoints, while setting a
breakpoint at different transformations. Traditional breakpoints incur orders of magnitude higher
overhead, since they materialize all intermediate results regardless of whether a user requests them
or not. For example, a traditional breakpoint’s overhead rises sharply after a flatmap transfor-
mation that emits a large number of unaggregated records.
On-Demand Watchpoint. We place a watchpoint between two instructions such that a custom
guard reports only a certain percentage of intermediate results, e.g., 2%, 5% , 10% etc. Once
captured, the intermediate data is sent to the driver for a user to inspect. In Figure 3.18e, the x-axis
shows the amount of captured data ranging from 500MB to 3GB, when the total intermediate data
size is 40GB. When 500MB of data is transferred to the user at the watchpoint, it incurs only 18%
overhead. This is a very conservative set up, since the user is unlikely to read 500MB records at
once. To isolate the overhead of setting watchpoints from the overhead of data transfer, we set a
watchpoint at every transformation with a guard that always evaluates to false. Among all subject
program, WordCount poses the maximum overhead of 9% on average, whereas the overhead for
Grep and L1 is 5% and 3% respectively.
Crash Monitoring. We enable crash monitoring for every transformation and vary the data size
from 20GB to 90 GB to measure overhead. See Figure 3.18f. Crash monitoring imposes 19%
overhead in L1. WordCount and Grep incur a lower overhead of 18% and 4% respectively. This
overhead comes from monitoring every record transformation for any kind of a failure, and check-
ing if there are any pending crashed records to be repaired at the end of local execution in a task.
Backward and Forward Tracing. We enable record-level data provenance capturing for every
transformation and vary the data size from 20GB to 90GB. See Figure 3.18f. The tracing primitive
poses, on average, 24% overhead over the baseline Spark in L1. WordCount and Grep pose, on
average, 22% and 5% overhead respectively. The majority of the overhead comes from the gener-
ation of the data provenance tables maintaining the associations between input and output record
identifiers. The cost of storing each data provenance table into Spark’s storage layer is small,
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because it is performed asynchronously.
Fine-Grained Latency Alert. We enable record-level latency monitoring on every transformation.
Record-level latency monitoring incurs the highest overhead among BIGDEBUG’s features. Latency
monitoring alone takes 2.4X longer than baseline Spark on data size varying from 500MB to
1TB (see Figure 3.19a) in WordCount. In Grep and L1, the overhead is 1.74X and 1.24X. The
significant overhead comes from performing a statistical analysis for each record transformation.
A timestamp is recorded before and after the transformation of each record to see if its latency lies
within 2 standard deviations from the average. The overhead is also incurred by updating a moving
average and a standard deviation. If we disable record-level latency monitoring from the maximum
instrumentation setting, the overhead decreases from 150% (i.e., 2.5X of baseline Spark) to 34%
(i.e., 1.34X of baseline Spark) in the case of the WordCount program.
3.6.3 Crash Localizability Improvement
Spark reports failures at the level of tasks, while BIGDEBUG reports specific failure-inducing in-
puts. BIGDEBUG also detects specific straggling records, while Spark only reports a straggler task
causing delay. By construction, our record-level tracing approach has 100% accuracy with zero
false positive because it leverages data provenance to identify all inputs contributing to a failure.
Delta Debugging [147] can further isolate this combination of multiple failure-inducing inputs, but
will require a larger number of runs, as opposed to BIGDEBUG that requires only a single run.
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Therefore, we measure the improvement in localizing failed (or delayed) records in comparison
to the baseline Spark. When debugging a program using Spark, a developer may want to increase
the number of tasks to improve fault localizability at the cost of running time. Note that the
running time increases as you increase the number of tasks, since more resources are used for
communication and coordination among distributed worker nodes. To quantify this, we vary the
number of tasks and measure the average number of records per task and the total running time.
See Figure 3.19b. When configuring Spark with 1000 tasks and 60GB dataset, each task handles
7.52 million records on average. If a single record among 7.52 million records crashes the task,
it is impossible for a human being to identify a crash culprit. To improve fault localizability, if
a developer increases the number of tasks from 1000 to 10,000 to reduce the number of records
assigned to each task, each task still handles 0.72 million records, and additional communication
and coordination increases the total running time by 2.5 times. As Figure 3.18f shows, BIGDEBUG
incurs less than 19% overhead for reporting crash culprits and takes only 2.4X time for latency
alert, while improving fault localizability by orders of millions.
3.6.4 Time Saving through Crash Remediation
When a task crashes, the current Spark does not provide any output to the user, even for successful
inputs and terminates the task immediately. On the other hand, BIGDEBUG allows a user to remove
or modify a crash culprit at runtime to avoid termination. Therefore, BIGDEBUG avoids additional
runs when a user tries to remove crash-inducing records from the original input. For the same
scenario, using a post-hoc instrumentation replay debugger Arthur [50] requires at least three runs.
In the first run, a program crashes and Spark reports failed task IDs. In the second run, a user
must write a custom post-hoc instrumentation query (a new data flow graph) with those failed task
IDs and run the query to recompute the intermediate results for the failed tasks. In the third run,
a user removes the crash-inducing records and re-runs the job again. Crashes in later stages result
in more redundant work in the second and third runs and hence more time for completion. When
a crash occurs at the 9th stage of a 10 stage job, Arthur must recompute the first 9 stages twice,
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while BIGDEBUG avoids such re-computation completely by allowing a user to resolve crashes in
the first run.
Figure 3.19c shows our experiment result on time saving. We compare BIGDEBUG’s time saving
with a post-hoc instrumentation replay debugger like Arthur. We conservatively estimate Arthur’s
performance by running the original Spark for its first and third runs. We measure time saving by
dividing the additional time required by Arthur by BIGDEBUG’s completion time. We seed crashes
in different transformation locations by updating an original program to throw an exception at a
given stage, because the magnitude of time saving depends on which stage a crash occurs. For
example, we replace the map function {word => (word,1)} with {word=> if(word ==
"Crash") crash(); (word,1)} where crash() always throw a NullPointerExc-
eption. S1 is a program where crashes are seeded in the first stage, S2 is a program where crashes
are seeded in the second stage, etc. BIGDEBUG saves the execution time by 80% on average and
reaches up to 100% after S2. In the experiment, the most time consuming stage is S2 and a crash
in S2 or later saves a large amount of time.
3.7 Discussion
Through our extensive evaluation, we validate our sub-hypothesis (SH1) that interactive debugging
primitives for big data analytics can reduce the debugging time significantly without compromising
the throughput of big data applications. As of any other interactive debugger, BIGDEBUG relies on
user judgment to set breakpoints and watchpoints at the right place in the program. Furthermore, a
fault in big data application may surface several transformations later into the execution in the form
of failure or incorrect record. BIGDEBUG performs backward tracing to isolate the crash-inducing
input records; however, such input may still be in the order of millions, which are infeasible to
inspect manually. This motivates us to explore the possibility of fully automating the root-cause
analysis when a user observes a suspicious intermediate program state at a breakpoint or an incor-
rect final output. In the next chapter, we investigate our sub-hypothesis (SH 2) and ask how we
can provide a tool-assisted automated fault localization in big data analytics through which a user
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can isolate the precise fault-inducing input records and diagnose the root cause of an error, failure,
or outlier.
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CHAPTER 4
Automated Debugging for Big Data Analytics
The previous chapter aims to facilitate the real time debugging with a wide variety of interactive
debugging primitives suited for big data applications that run on a cloud computing environment.
However, we still rely on developer’s judgement and perception to use debugging primitives such
as breakpoint and watchpoint at the correct location to isolate an intermediate failure. To reduce the
burden of manual debugging, we ask the following research question: how can we automatically
isolate the root cause of a crash, failure, or suspicious? In this chapter, we aim to automate
the process of fault isolation and investigate our sub-hypothesis SH2: A combination of data
provenance technique from databases and a test-based fault-isolation technique from software
engineering can help developers pinpoint the minimal subset of failure-inducing inputs.
4.1 Introduction
Due to the heterogeneity of data sources in big data analytics, developers often deal with program
errors and incorrect inputs e.g., unclean data or making the wrong assumptions about the data [93].
The first step in debugging such issues is simplification—eliminating all irrelevant details and
producing a minimum example that still produces the failure [147].
We present BIGSIFT, a new fault localization approach that combines insights from both soft-
ware engineering and database literature to bring delta debugging closer to a reality in DISC en-
vironments. Given a test function, BIGSIFT automatically finds a minimum set of fault-inducing
input records responsible for a faulty output. We re-define data provenance [82] for the purpose of
debugging by leveraging the semantics of data transformation operators. BIGSIFT then prunes out
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input records irrelevant to the given faulty output records, significantly reducing the initial scope
of failure-inducing records before applying Delta Debugging.
Our evaluation shows that BIGSIFT finds the most concise subset of fault-inducing input where
data provenance stops at identifying failure-inducing records at the size of up to ∼ 103 to 107
records. In comparison to using Delta Debugging, BIGSIFT reduces the fault localization time (as
much as 66×) by pruning out input records that are not relevant to faulty outputs. More surpris-
ingly, the total debugging time taken by BIGSIFT is 62% less than the original job running time per
single faulty output.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes a motivating example.
Section 4.3 describes the design and implementation of BIGSIFT. Section 4.4 demonstrates BIGSIFT
on a big data application. Section 4.5 describes evaluation settings and the corresponding results.
Section 4.6 concludes the chapter and discusses future research direction.
4.2 Motivating Example
This section discusses a motivating example to elucidate the challenges of debugging DISC system
workloads and the limitations of DD and DP approaches in addressing this challenge.
Alice writes a Spark program to process a large dataset that contains weather telemetry data
of the U.S. over several years. She wants to compute the delta between the minimum and the
maximum snowfall measurement in each state for (1) each day of any year and (2) for each year.
Data records are in CSV format: for example, the following sample record indicates that on January
1st of Year 1992, in the 99504 zip code (Anchorage, AK) area, there was 1 foot of snowfall:
99504 , 01/01/1992 , 1ft .
To analyze the data, Alice develops the Spark program shown in Figure 4.1. She starts project-
ing each base record into two records (lines 3-17); the first representing the state, the date (mm/dd),
and its snowfall measurement, and the second representing the state, the year (yyyy), and its snow-
fall measurement. She normalizes the snowfall measurements using the function convertToMm
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1 val log = "s3n://xcr:wJY@ws/logs/weather.log"
2 val split = sc.textFile(log).flatMap{s =>
3 val tokens = s.split(",")
4 // finds the state for a zipcode
5 var state = zipToState(tokens(0))
6 var date = tokens(1)
7 // gets snow value and converts it into millimeter
8 val snow = convertToMm(tokens(2))
9 //gets year
10 val year = date.substring(date.lastIndexOf("/"))
11 // gets month / date
12 val monthdate= date.substring(0,date.lastIndexOf("/")-1)
13 List[((String , String) , Float)](
14 ((state , monthdate) , snow) ,
15 ((state , year) , snow)
16 )
17 }
18 val deltaSnow = split.groupByKey().map{ s =>
19 val delta = s._2.max - s._2.min
20 (s._1 , delta)
21 }
22 deltaSnow.saveAsTextFile("hdfs://s3-92:9010/output/")
23 def convertToMm(s: String): Float = {
24 val unit = s.substring(s.length - 2)
25 val v = s.substring(0, s.length - 2).toFloat
26 unit match {
27 case "mm" => return v
28 case _ => return v * 304.8f
29 }
30 }
Figure 4.1: Alice’s program that identifies, for each state in the US, the delta between the min-
imum and the maximum snowfall reading for each day of any year and for any particular year.
Measurements can be either in millimeters or in feet. The conversion function is described at line
23.
(described at line 23), which converts any units of feet to millimeters, based on an assumption she
makes about the data. She also uses a function zipToState (line 5) to find the name of the state
where an input zip code resides.
Next, she groups the key value pairs using a groupByKey operator in line 18, yielding records
that are grouped in two ways (a) by state and day and (b) by state and year. At lines 18-21, Alice
finds the delta between the maximum and the minimum snowfall measurements for each group and
saves the final results to an HDFS directory. A snippet of the execution is shown in Figure 4.2(a),
where, on January 1st, the snowfall level delta in Alaska (AK) is 21251 millimeters, and in year
1992, the snowfall level delta in Alaska is 274.3 millimeters.
1 def test(key:String, delta: Float) : Boolean = {
2 delta < 6000
3 }
Figure 4.3: Test function checking the validity of each output record—all snowfall deltas greater
than 6000 millimeter are suspicious or incorrect.
Suppose that Alice writes a test function to check the validity of her output records, as seen in
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Figure 4.2: (a) shows how intermediate and final results are constructed using the transformations
in Alice’s program. In (b), delta debugging considers the initial scope of the fault-inducing input
to span a complete dataset but it eventually finds the precise fault-inducing input. In (c), data
provenance over-approximates the set of fault inducing input records because of the groupByKey
operation in the initial program.
Figure 4.3. In her test function, she assumes that any delta snowfall level greater than 6000 mil-
limeters (6 meters) is extremely suspicious, such as the delta snowfall of 21251. However, once
such outlier snowfall levels are identified, it is challenging for Alice to derive (by inspection) the
precise set of input records leading to such faulty outputs, because the program involves computing
both min and max over a unit conversion, making it hard to write a data cleaning filter upfront, as
snowfall levels could vary greatly.
The goal of BIGSIFT is to identify the precise input records leading to each faulty output record.
In this case, the faulty output records are caused by an error in the unit conversion code, because
the developer could not anticipate that the snowfall measurement could be reported in the unit of
inches and the default case converts the unit in feet to millimeters (line 28 in Figure 4.1). There-
fore, the snowfall record 99504 , 01/01/1993 , 70in is interpreted in the unit of feet, lead-
ing to an extremely high level of snowfall, like 21366 mm, after the conversion. In this case,
BIGSIFT finds the minimum set of failure-inducing records: 99504 , 01/01/1992 , 1ft and
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99504 , 01/01/1993 , 70in , from which the unit measurements can be inspected, prompting
a correction in the convertToMm function.
Limitations of Delta Debugging. Delta Debugging (DD) addresses the problem of isolating
failure-inducing inputs by repetitively running a program with different sub-configurations of in-
put. DD splits the original input into two halves using a binary search-like strategy and re-runs
them. If one of the two halves fails, DD recursively applies the same procedure for only that
failure-inducing input configuration. On the other hand, if both halves pass, DD tries differ-
ent sub-configurations by mixing fine-grained sub-configurations with larger sub-configurations
(computed as the complement from the current configuration ). Under the assumption that a fail-
ure is monotone—where C is a super set of all input configurations, if a larger configuration c is
successful, then any of its smaller sub-configurations c′ does not fail, i.e., ∀c ⊂ C ( test(c) =
3 → ∀c′ ⊂ c (test(c′) 6= 7)), DD returns a minimal failure-inducing configuration. The min-
imal failure-inducing configuration cx means that removing any subset from cx no longer fails:
∀δi ⊂ cx, test(cx − {δi}) 6= 7.
One limitation of delta debugging is that it is a black box procedure that does not consider
the semantics of underlying data flow operators. In our running example, since the faulty output
AK, 01/01, 21251 is over state AK and date 01/01 only, we can easily conclude that the
scope of failure-inducing input records should be limited to the records with date 01/01 and a zip
code that exists in Alaska. However, delta debugging considers the entire input dataset (Run 1) as
the initial scope of potential fault-inducing input, as it does not account for the semantics of the
used data flow operators and keys.
Limitation of Data Provenance. Data provenance (DP) is a well-known technique in the database
community for understanding the relationship between the input (or intermediate) records and the
output records [19, 27, 47, 74]. For example, Titian is a data provenance tool for Apache Spark
that allows users to perform forward and backward tracing of specific data records to understand
the generation and consumption of data records [82]. If a user requests backward tracing for an
output record, Titian identifies all the input records responsible for generating the output record
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from a series of transformations. As such, DP could identify a subset of the dataset containing the
failure-inducing inputs by backward tracing from the faulty output(s).
Assume now that Alice uses Titian to perform backward tracing of the faulty output record.
Titian creates correspondences from the intermediate records AK , 01/01 , 245 AK , 01/01 , 85
AK , 01/01 , 304.8 AK , 01/01 , 21336 to a single output AK , 01/01 , 21251 ,
as seen in Figure 4.2(c). Though only two of the input records (the minimum and the maximum
value) contributed towards the final output across groupByKey and map, DP over-approximates,
by a significant amount, the scope of fault-inducing records by simply assuming that all input
records in the list to groupByKey contributed to the output record.
4.3 Approach
BIGSIFT implements a unique combination of data provenance (DP) and delta debugging (DD) to
offer a toolkit for efficiently debugging DISC system workloads. It accepts a big data application,
an input dataset, and a user-defined test function that distinguishes the faulty outputs from the
correct ones. It then executes the application, and uses the test function to identify faulty output
records. The debugging process is performed in three phases.
Phase 1 applies test driven data provenance (TP) to remove input records that are not relevant
for identifying the fault(s) in the initial scope of fault localization. BIGSIFT re-defines the notion
of data provenance by taking insights from predicate pushdown [131]. By pushing down a test
oracle function from the final stage to an earlier stage, BIGSIFT tests partial results instead of final
results, dramatically reducing the scope of fault-inducing inputs. In Phase 2, BIGSIFT prioritizes
the backward traces by implementing trace overlapping, based on the insight that faulty outputs
are rarely independent i.e., the same input record may propagate to multiple output records through
operators such as flatMap or join. BIGSIFT also prioritizes the smallest backward traces first
to explain as many faulty output records as possible within a time limit. In Phase 3, BIGSIFT
performs optimized delta debugging while leveraging bitmap based memoization to reuse the
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Algorithm 1 BIGSIFT’s algorithm
local threshold: an input size threshold on jobs for local computation
test(c) runs the program on configuration c and checks whether it fails the test, test(c7) =7 and test(∅) =3
testCombiners(t, I) filters the partial result that fails test t
faults: a minimum set of fault inducing input records
split(c, n) splits the input c into n configurations
1: if combinersForLastOperation then . Phase I: Test Pushdown
2: faulty output = testCombiners(test, input)
3: else
4: faulty output = testOutput(test, input)
5: CL ← getLineage(faulty output) . Phase I: Data Provenance
6: CL = SmallestJobF irst(CL) . Phase II: Smallest Job First
7: while !CL.isEmpty() do
8: if |CL| > 1 then
9: CL, cINT = overlap(CL) . Phase II: Trace Overlapping
10: faults.push(ddmin2(cINT , 2))
11: faults.push(ddmin2(CL.pop(), 2))
12: faults.push(ddmin2(CL.pop(), 2))
13: else
14: faults.push(ddmin2(CL.pop(), 2))
15: return faults
16: function ddmin2(c7, n) . Phase III: Delta Debugging
17: C ← split(c7, n)
18: (∆i, testResult) = submitJob(C)
19: if testResult == 7 then
20: return ddmin2(∆i, 2)
21: for ∆i ∈ C do
22: C[i] = c7 −∆i
23: (∆i, testResult) = submitJob(C)
24: if testResult == 7 then
25: return ddmin2(∆i,max(n− 1, 2))
26: if n < |c7| then
27: return ddmin2(c7,min(|c7|, 2n))
28: else
29: return c7
30: function submitJob(C)
31: testResult = 3
32: for ∆i ∈ C do
33: if isTestMemoized(∆i) then
34: testResult = getTestResult(∆i)
35: else . Phase III: Adaptive Scheduling
36: if |∆i| > local threshold then
37: (∆i, testResult) = runOnSpark(test,∆i)
38: else
39: (∆i, testResult) = runOnLocal(test,∆i)
40: memoize(∆i, testResult) . Phase III: Test Memoization
41: if testResult == 7 then
42: return (∆i, testResult)
43: return (∅, testResult)
44: function overlap(CL)
45: cINT ← CL(0) ∩ CL(1)
46: if test(CINT ) == 7 then
47: CL(0) = CL(0)− cINT
48: CL(1) = CL(1)− cINT
49: return (CL, cINT )
50: return (CL, ∅)
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Figure 4.4: A logical trace plan that recursively joins data lineage tables back to the input lines.
test results of previously tried sub-configurations, when possible. Eventually, BIGSIFT outputs the
smallest subset of input records responsible for the test failure of each faulty output. The debugging
process of BIGSIFT is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
4.3.1 Phase I: Test Driven Data Provenance
In test-oracle based debugging such as DD, faulty outputs are distinguished from correct ones
using a user-defined test function. Therefore, we could invoke a backward tracing query on each
faulty output using a data provenance technique Titian to reduce the initial scope of fault-inducing
inputs [82]. We describe how to use basic data provenance to identify an initial scope, and then
how BIGSIFT extends it for test-oracle based debugging.
Data Provenance. When a Spark job is submitted, its workflow is generated in the form of a DAG.
Titian takes in that DAG and inserts tracing agents in the workflow. These tracing agents modify
the data records by attaching an identifier to each individual record. At every stage boundary,
these ids are collected and added to an agent table that maintains mappings between the input and
output records. When a tracing query is issued, Titian recursively joins the agent tables as shown in
Figure 4.4, which illustrates a trace from output record AK , 01/01 , 21251 (id 0) to the
records in the input file that derived it. Details on DAG instrumentation, distributed join of tracing
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tables, and API usage can be found elsewhere [82]. For each faulty output, the corresponding
fault-inducing input set from Titian is stored in a queue, CL (line 5 in Algorithm 1).
Test Function Push Down. Spark applications comprise of hundreds to thousands of tasks running
in parallel on different partitions. In the map-reduce programming paradigm, a combiner performs
partial aggregation for operators such as reduceByKey on the map side before sending data to
reducers to minimize network communication. Since Phase I uses a user-defined test function to
check if each final record is faulty, our insight is that, during backward tracing, we should isolate
the exact partitions with fault-inducing intermediate inputs to further reduce the backward tracing
search scope.
Because faulty intermediate data records could have been already grouped together with non-
faulty records from other partitions in an aggregation operation, we use the approach of pushing
down a test-function to the earlier stage (i.e., combiner) to isolate fault-inducing partitions. In
the intermediate stage where a test function could be moved to, BIGSIFT then determines which
partitions are no longer relevant to faulty outputs and therefore obviates the need of tracing non-
faulty partitions further.
Specifically, in Apache Spark, certain aggregation operators (e.g., reduceByKey) require
a user to provide an associative and commutative function as an argument. For a test function
applied to these operators, BIGSIFT can push-down the user-defined test function to partitions in the
previous stage to test intermediate results (line 2 in Algorithm 1) if the following three conditions
are met: (1) the program ends with an aggregation operator (such as reduceByKey) that requires
an associative function f1; (2) f1 ◦ f2 is associative, when f2 is a test function; and (3) f1 ◦ f2 is
failure-monotone, which is analogous to the monotonicity assumption of DD, meaning that an
inclusion of a failure-inducing intermediate record(s) in the partition produces a test failure, when
combined with other intermediate data from other partitions. If these three requirements are not
met, BIGSIFT rollbacks to using basic data provenance. Therefore, the applicability of test-driven
provenance optimization does not affect debugging accuracy. Rather, when these conditions are
met, BIGSIFT can speed up debugging time.
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Figure 4.5: A decrease in the scope of potential fault-inducing input when the test function is
pushed down. The workflow computes the sum of all the numbers in the input dataset.
1 sc.textFile(input)
2 .flatMap{s => s.split(",").map(r => r.toInt)}
3 .reduce( (a,b) => a+b )
4 .collect()
Figure 4.6: A Spark program that computes the sum of all the numbers in the input dataset.
When the three conditions are met, f1 ◦ f2 could be checked at each partition before the shuffle
stage as a combiner, identifying faulty partitions early. For the individual partitions failing this
combiner test function, BIGSIFT restricts backward tracing search only on those faulty partitions,
significantly reducing the scope of potential fault-inducing input records. On the other hand, if the
monotonicity property is not satisfied (which can be verified by testing the final output), or none
of the partitions fail the test function, BIGSIFT rolls back to the default case of backward tracing
using basic data provenance.
Figure 4.5 contrasts data provenance without vs. with this push down optimization on the pro-
gram in Figure 4.6. This program computes the sum of all numbers in the input dataset. It first
splits each line in the input into a list of numbers using flatmap and then uses an add function
as a UDF for the reduce operator. Suppose that a user-provided test function checks whether the
final output is greater than zero. Spark automatically inserts a combiner by pushing the test func-
tion result=>(result>0) to check the partial results from the combiner. Figure 4.5(b) shows
that BIGSIFT checks the intermediate results of Partition 1 (on which the test fails) and restricts its
backward tracing to only this partition, resulting in a significantly smaller subset of records. On
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Figure 4.7: A decrease in fault-inducing input by overlapping backward traces of two faulty outputs
emerging from the same fault-inducing input.
the other hand, Figure 4.5(a) shows that, without this optimization, all partitions are considered for
backward tracing.
4.3.2 Phase II: Prioritizing Backward Traces
Phase II applies to the case when we have multiple faulty output records to explain. It takes the set
of backward traces as input and employs two prioritization heuristics i.e., trace overlapping and
smallest job first, based on the insight that multiple failure symptoms could be caused by the same
set of inputs. BIGSIFT prioritizes backward traces to cover many faulty outputs within a time limit.
When there is only one faulty output, Phase II is skipped.
Smallest Jobs First. Given multiple backtrace lineages from Phase I, BIGSIFT prioritizes the trace
with the smallest number of potential fault-inducing input records according to data provenance.
This early discovery of fault-inducing input records may help users revise their code before other
pending (larger) traces. Line 6 in Algorithm 1 sorts the backwards-trace queue in an ascending
order.
Overlapping Backward Traces. Multiple faulty output records may be caused by the same in-
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put records due to operators such as flatMap or join, where a single data record can produce
multiple intermediate records, leading to multiple faulty outputs. For example, in Figure 4.7,
a fault-inducing input record 99504 , 01/01/1993 , 70in generates more than one faulty
output records, i.e., AK , 01/01 , 21251 (Figure 4.7(a)) and AK , 1993 , 21251 (Fig-
ure 4.7(b)). While the cardinality of the individual backward trace from the faulty output is 4
and 3 respectively, the overlap of the two traces contains only two input records, leading to the
two different faulty outputs (Figure 4.7(c)). The benefit of this prioritization is twofold. First,
BIGSIFT prioritizes the common input records leading to multiple outputs before applying DD to
records that are pertinent to fewer faulty outputs. Second, the intersection of two sets might help
us to tighten the scope of DD application, avoiding redundant work for the same failure-inducing
records.
To check the eligibility for this optimization, BIGSIFT explores the DAG of the Spark program
to find at least one 1-to-many or many-to-many operator such as flatMap and join. The overlap
is performed right after Phase II’s “smallest job first”, as shown by line 9 in Algorithm 1. BIGSIFT
overlaps the two smallest backward traces (let’s say t1 and t2) from the sorted queue, CL, to find
the intersection, t1 ∩ t2 (line 45). If the test function evaluated over the execution of t1 ∩ t2 finds
any fault, then DD is applied to t1∩ t2 and the remaining (potential) failure-inducing inputs t1− t2
and t2− t1 (lines 47-48). Otherwise, DD is executed over both initial traces t1 and t2. If any fault-
inducing inputs are found in the overlap, there could be potential time saving from not processing
the overlap/intersection trace twice. Conversely, this prioritization could waste time for computing
the overlap when the two backward traces do not overlap, or when the overlap trace does not cause
any faulty output.
4.3.3 Phase III: Optimized Delta Debugging
Based on the order prioritized by Phase II, BIGSIFT applies DD to each backward trace (lines 16-29
of Algorithm 1). BIGSIFT provides a universal splitting function, which allows DD to determinis-
tically split an input configuration into n sub-configurations (line 17). Each sub-configuration is
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then sequentially submitted for execution (line 18) until either a faulty sub-configuration is found
(line 19), or all the sub-configurations pass the test (line 21). In the former case, DD is recursively
called over the faulty sub-configuration. In the latter instead, each sub-configuration is used to
compute a complement (lines 21-22) which are then executed and tested (line 23). If all the com-
plements pass the test, DD either generates twice as many sub-configurations as before or n (size
of original configuration) sub-configurations, which ever is smaller (line 27). It then starts testing
these sub-configurations as explained earlier. Otherwise, if any one of the complement fails the
test, DD starts exploring that sub-configuration (line 25).
Re-running a program on a large dataset can be extremely expensive. Next we describe two
optimizations.
Bitmap Based Memoization of Test Results. In our running example from Figure 4.2(b), Run
4 and Run 7 test the same input configuration twice while applying delta debugging. DD is not
capable of detecting redundant trials of the same input configuration and therefore tests the same
input configuration multiple times. To avoid waste of computational resources, BIGSIFT uses a
test results memoization optimization. A naive memoization strategy would require scanning of
the content of an input configuration to check whether it was tested already; such configuration
content-based memoization would be time consuming and not scalable. BIGSIFT instead leverages
bitmaps to compactly encode the offsets in the original dataset, to refer to a sub-configuration.
The universal splitting function for DD is thus instrumented to generate sub-configurations
along with their related bitmap descriptions. BIGSIFT maintains the list of already executed bitmaps,
each of which points to the test result of running a program on the input sub-configuration. Before
processing an input sub-configuration, BIGSIFT uses its bitmap description to perform a look-up in
the list of bitmaps. If the result is positive, the test result for the target sub-configuration is directly
reused by the look-up. Otherwise, BIGSIFT tests the sub-configuration and enrolls its bitmap and
the corresponding test result in the list (line 40 in Algorithm 1). This technique avoids redundant
testing of the same input sub-configuration and reduces the total debugging time. BIGSIFT uses the
compressed Roaring Bitmaps representation to describe large scale datasets [90].
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Adaptive Local Job Scheduling. When we investigate the debugging time spent for each run in
DD and the number of input records, we discover that for a DD job small enough to be run on a sin-
gle machine (e.g., less than 5000 records), running it on a cluster is unnecessary. BIGSIFT schedules
a DD run on either the cluster or on a local machine, as shown in lines 36-39 in Algorithm 1.
1 val countoftranist = sc.textFile(dataset).map{ s =>
2 val tokens = s.split(",")
3 val arrival_hr = tokens(2).split(":")(0)
4 val diff = getDiff(tokens(2) , tokens(3))
5 val airport = tokens(4)
6 ((airport, arrival_hr), diff)}
7 .filter{ v => v._2 < 45}
8 .reduceByKey(_+_)
9 .collect()
Figure 4.8: A Spark program written in Scala that finds the total layover time of all passengers
spending less than 45 minutes per airport at each hour.
4.4 Tool Interfaces
In this section, we will walk through the tool features of BIGSIFT with focus on tool demonstration.
Suppose Alice is a data scientist and she writes a big data application in Apache Spark to analyze
a large scale dataset that contains passenger transit information in the US. Since the data is in the
scale of terabytes, she takes a small sample of the dataset (say 10 MB) and builds a data processing
pipeline using Spark in a local machine. Alice wants to find the total transit time for all passengers
spending less than 45 minutes while in transit for each airport in the US for each hour. A row in
the dataset represents a passenger’s transit information in the following format.
[date, passenger, arrival, departure, airport code]
9/4/17 , 161413 , 6:52 , 8:22 , MNN
The program in Figure 4.8 first loads the dataset (line 1) and scans each row to retrieve a key-
value pair. A key consists of the airport code and arrival hour of a passenger and the value is the
transit time spent in minutes (departure time -arrival time) at the airport (line 2-6). Line 7 filters
passengers with the transit time less than 45 minutes. Finally, the program sums up the transit
times of all passengers per airport at each arrival hour (line 8). After writing this application, Alice
submits the job to the production cloud which results in the following output:
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Figure 4.9: BIGSIFT’s web-based interactive user interface
((SEA,7) , 175080)
((LAX,11) , 173460)
((MNN,23) , -27804120)
.....
She then realizes that some output records look suspicious. For example, the total transit time of
MNN is -27804120, when she expects the total transit time to be a positive value. Alice wants
to investigate what are the exact input records responsible for producing a negative value. This
task is challenging because the large scale dataset is infeasible to inspect manually and there is
no one-to-one mapping between input records and output records due to an aggregation step that
applies user-defined functions.
Alice decides to use BIGSIFT that takes her program, input data set, and a test oracle function
as input and, eventually, returns the following culprit input record responsible for the suspicious
negative output value.
11/9/12 , 141011 , 22:53 , 0:23 , MNN
1 class BigSift(sc:SparkContext, logFile:String){
2 def runWithBigSift[T](
3 sparkProgram : (RDD[String],Lineage[String]) => RDD[T] , test : T => Boolean ) : Unit
4 ... }
Figure 4.10: BIGSIFT’s API
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Implementation To enable BIGSIFT, Alice can instantiate BigSift class with SparkContext
and input file path as input arguments, as shown in Figure 4.10. Internally, this class instantiates
LineageContext that enables Titian’s instrumentation for data provenance support. A user
can then call runWithBigSift method with a test oracle function, and a sparkProgram—a
directly acyclic graph (DAG) workflow that takes in an input Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD–
i.e., an abstraction of distributed collection) and returns the final RDD. BIGSIFT is designed as an
external Java library (jar) and can be deployed by importing the jar file in a Spark application.
BIGSIFT’s interactive UI is available on port 8989 on the Spark driver node. Figure 4.9 shows the
web-based user interface.
Figure 4.11: BIGSIFT’s histogram visualization of key-value based output records
Step 1: Program Output Inspection Figure 4.9 shows the landing page of BIGSIFT. It shows the
size of input dataset as the number of records, the job processing time, final output records in a
text box. See Ê, Ë, and Ì in Figure 4.9 respectively. To better visualize output records, BIGSIFT
provides interactive and dynamic visualization of key-value pairs using a histogram to make it
easier for a user to identify anomalous records visually (Figure 4.11). For example, Alice can
mark any negative value as incorrect using a histogram and note down this threshold to construct a
test function.
noindentStep 2: Classifying Suspicious or Wrong Output Records by Defining a Test-
Oracle Function BIGSIFT enables a user to write a test function—a predicate to be applied to each
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final output record to distinguish correct outputs from incorrect or anomalous outputs. BIGSIFT
also enables user to choose from a list of pre-defined test predicate functions (Figure 4.9-Í) to
help explain the common types of anomalies in big data analytics: for example, (1) explain how a
minimum output value is created, (2) explain how a maximum output value is created, (3) explain
how the output value greater than k standard deviations from the median is created, etc. Once the
selection is made from the radio buttons, a user can press the Run BIGSIFT button (Figure 4.9-Ï).
Internally, BIGSIFT selects the corresponding pre-defined test function to initiate debugging.
Step 3: Automated DISC Debugging
When BIGSIFT is invoked by the user, a realtime area chart appears on the UI. In Figure 4.9’s
chart on the right , Y-axis represents the number of fault-inducing input records isolated by BIGSIFT
in log scale and X-axis represents debugging time. As the time passes, BIGSIFT streams debugging
progress information from the cloud. A user can click on any part of the chart to view sample
fault-inducing input records at the selected time. A mouse hover-over will show the number of
fault-inducing input records. As soon as BIGSIFT finds the minimum set of fault-inducing input
records, BIGSIFT reports the total debugging time through a push notification (green container in
Figure 4.9-Ð).
4.5 Evaluation
We perform a wide range of systematic experiments to evaluate BIGSIFT’s runtime performance
and precision of pinpointing fault-inducing input records compared against delta debugging and
data provenance alone. To further differentiate the performance benefits from each optimization
and prioritization, we design several versions of BIGSIFT as seen in Table 4.2: BIGSIFT-T simply
combines delta debugging (DD) and test driven provenance (TP), BIGSIFT-O and BIGSIFT-S en-
able trace overlapping and smallest job first respectively in addition to leveraging both DD and
TP. BIGSIFT-M applies bitmap based memoization of test results. Finally, BIGSIFT enables all
optimization and prioritization heuristics. Our investigation addresses the following evaluation
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# Subject Programs Source
Input
Size
# of
Ops
Program Description Input Data Description Fault
Location
S1 Movie Histogram PUMA 30 GB 4
Counts the number of movies in each rat-
ing category using map, reduceByKey,
and filter
Movies with corre-
sponding ratings from
raters
Code
S2 Inverted Index PUMA 40 GB 5
Generates a word-to-document indexing
of a text data using flatmap, map, and
reduceByKey
Text data with corre-
sponding file id Code
S3 Rating Histogram PUMA 30 GB 4
Generates the frequency of each rating
score from raters using flatmap, map,
and reduceByKey
Movies with corre-
sponding ratings from
raters
Code
S4 Sequence Count PUMA 80 GB 5
Counts the occurrence of every 3-word
sequence using flatmap, map, and
reduceByKey
Text data from
Wikipedia dump Code
W1 Rating Frequency Custom 30 GB 4
Counts the number of ratings from
each rater using flatmap, map, and
reduceByKey
Movies with corre-
sponding ratings from
raters
Code
W2 College Student Custom 4 GB 4
Finds the average age of all the stu-
dents per college year using map and
groupbykey
Student data with
name, year, and date
of birth
Data
W3 Weather Analysis Custom 20 GB 4
Finds, in each state, the delta between the
minimum and maximum snowfall reading
for each day of any year and for any par-
ticular year using flatmap, map, and
groupbykey
Daily snowfall mea-
surements for every
zipcode in feet and
millimeters
Data
W4 Transit Analysis Custom 20 GB 4
Finds the total layover time of all passen-
gers spending less than 45 minutes per
airport and per hour using map, filter,
and reduceByKey
Passenger’s arrival
and departure time
along with the airport
code and date
Code
Table 4.1: Subject programs with input datasets
questions:
• How much improvement in the precision of fault-inducing input records does BIGSIFT pro-
vide in comparison to data provenance?
• How much improvement in the debugging time does BIGSIFT provide in comparison to delta
debugging?
• When a time limit is set for fault localization, what are the benefits of trace overlapping and
smallest jobs first prioritization heuristics respectively?
Evaluation Environment. We use a cluster consisting of sixteen i7-4770 machines, each running
at 3.40GHz and equipped with 4 cores (2 hyper-threads per core), 32GB of RAM, and 1TB of
disk capacity. The operating system is a 64bit Ubuntu 12.04. The datasets are all stored on HDFS
version 1.0.4 with a replication factor of 3. The level of parallelism was set at two tasks per core.
This configuration allows us to run up to 120 tasks simultaneously. BIGSIFT currently supports
Apache Spark version 1.2.1 and leverages Titian to support data provenance in Spark. The runtime
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overhead of lineage capture from Titian is reported to be below 30% [82].
Name DD TP Trace Overlap SJF MEM
BIGSIFT-T 7 7 7
BIGSIFT-O 7 7
BIGSIFT-S 7 7
BIGSIFT-M 7 7 3
BIGSIFT 3
Table 4.2: BIGSIFT with various optimizations. TP, SJF, and MEM stand for test driven provenance,
smallest job first, and test results memoization, respectively.
Subject Programs. We evaluate BIGSIFT using a comprehensive set of subject programs and
custom real-world workflows. We use eight subject programs in total, four of which are adapted
from MapReduce PUMA benchmark [15]. PUMA benchmark provides an extensive set of big
data processing applications along with a large-scale dataset for Hadoop MapReduce frameworks.
We also developed four custom Spark programs (W1) Rating Frequency, (W2) College Student
Analysis, (W3) Weather Analysis, and (W4) Air Transit Analysis. Table 4.1 shows all the subject
programs along with their description. All subject programs except W2, W3, and W4 use the
dataset provided by PUMA Benchmark. In W2, W3, and W4 we generate our own datasets using
data generation scripts whereas W1 uses the PUMA dataset.
Test Functions. Each of the subject programs is also accompanied with a test function that checks
for the correctness of each output record. This is analogous to writing an assertion or a unit test
case in software engineering. Knowing the validity of each output record does not necessarily mean
that a user can identify a minimum subset of failure-inducing input records. For most programs,
the test function checks if individual output records are within valid ranges. For example, the test
functions for S3 and S4 check that the count is positive for each rating and for 3-word sequences
respectively. As another example, the test function for W2 checks that the average age of students
of each college year is between 16 and 26.
Seeding Faults. The subject programs and their corresponding datasets used to evaluate BIGSIFT
do not contain any faults. Therefore, we either seed faulty data records in the input dataset or inject
programming errors in the subject program’s code. These two types of faults in our experiments
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underline the important distinction between data cleaning and debugging. Outliers or ill-formatted
data records may be localized by intelligent data cleaning techniques; however, such data cleaning
techniques cannot handle situations where the notion of faulty data keeps changing, depending on
an application coding error. Given a test function, BIGSIFT not only finds inconsistently formatted
records in the input data but also isolates cleanly formatted records interacting with faulty code,
resulting in faulty outputs. The last column shows whether a fault is injected in data vs. code.
To inject faulty data, we select a random input record and modify it differently for each input
dataset. For example, in the case of weather telemetry data, we randomly pick a single input
record and replace the value of the snow measurement with the value in the unit of inches. This
fault affects the final output of W3 and fails a check that the delta snowfall reading should not
exceed 6000 millimeters. Similarly, in the college student data analysis W2, the date of birth for a
randomly selected student is mutated to the date “0/0/0”, which leads to a test failure.
We introduce code faults by modifying program logic—i.e., code faults are introduced in the
user-defined function of a data transformation operator such that the program behaves differently
for certain intermediate data records. For example, in S4, the map transformation is modified, so
that whenever two 3-sequence words “He has also” and “Romeo and Juliet” appear together in a
line, the count of “He has also” is replaced with -99999. Similarly, in the subject program W4, an
injected code fault affects a small set of intermediate records leading to a wrong value for the delta
between the arrival and departure time of a passenger. For this case, the input data do not contain
any data format anomaly or outliers. Six out of our eight subject programs contain code faults that
cannot be debugged by data cleaning techniques because the notion of unclean data is dependent
on coding faults.
4.5.1 Fault Localizability
To evaluate the ability to precisely localize fault-inducing input records, we measure the final size
of the fault-inducing inputs from BIGSIFT. We also compare test-function driven data provenance
(TP) with using data provenance (DP). The results are presented in Figure 4.12. The x-axis repre-
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Figure 4.12: Fault localizability comparison on subject programs
sents the subject programs, while the y-axis measures the number of fault-inducing input records
from BIGSIFT, DP, DD, and TP for each program. In almost all cases, data provenance over-
approximates the fault-inducing input records, stopping at the order of 103 to 107 records, which is
infeasible for programmers to manually sift through. For example, in program W2, DP is not able
to localize fault-inducing input records beyond 15 million records. The poor localizability of DP
is due to the use of groupByKey where the number of unique keys are only four possible keys,
which results in over-approximating the scope of fault-inducing input records. On the other hand,
we leverage test function push down in TP, when applicable, to reduce the size of fault-inducing
input to a few thousand records (e.g., in S1 and S3) by identifying faulty partitions (see dotted bars
in Figure 4.12). BIGSIFT leverages DD to continue fault isolation after TP, achieving even higher
accuracy.
4.5.2 Debugging Time
To evaluate the performance improvement of BIGSIFT, we compare the total debugging time of
BIGSIFT against the baseline delta debugging (DD) and data provenance (DP). At every single
iteration of DD, we log three metrics—the number of program runs (i.e., iterations), the number of
the fault-inducing input records, and the corresponding time span. These metrics help us analyze
the runtime behavior at a fine-grained level. We then apply BIGSIFT on the same input data to
localize the precise failure-inducing input records.
Figure 4.13 shows the performance improvement in BIGSIFT compared to original DD. The x-
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Figure 4.13: Performance comparison
axis represents the total debugging time in seconds and the y-axis represents the number of local-
ized fault-inducing input records. For example, in Figure 4.13d, BIGSIFT takes 208 seconds to find
the seeded fault, whereas DD takes 13772 seconds. DP stops after finding 23411 fault-inducing
records in 398 seconds but cannot localize further from there. Comparison with DD shows that
BIGSIFT enhances the debugging time by 66X. Further analysis shows that by applying test func-
tion driven data provenance (TP), BIGSIFT reduces the initial scope of fault-inducing records from
more than 1 billion to just 15 records (dotted horizontal line) in 208 seconds, whereas DD takes
12395 seconds to achieve the same reduction. This significant decrease can be also seen in the
other plots of Figure 4.13, as a steep drop till the dotted horizontal line, compared to the slow and
steady elimination from DD marked in black. Figure 4.14 represents the number of runs required
to perform fault localization. Figure 4.14d shows the result on S4. BIGSIFT takes just 7 runs to
reach the minimum fault-inducing records, while DD takes 49 runs to achieve the same.
Table 4.3 shows the overall reduction in debugging time in BIGSIFT in comparison to DD. Over-
all, BIGSIFT provides from up to a 66X speed up in the total debugging time, in comparison to
DD. In the case where TP does not significantly reduce the size of the initial fault-inducing in-
put, the speed up is 7.4X. Interestingly, the time taken for automated debugging of a singly faulty
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Figure 4.14: Reduction in the number of runs
Running Time (s) Debugging Time (s)
Program Original Job DD BIGSIFT Improvement
S1 56.2 232.8 17.3 13.5X
S2 107.7 584.2 13.4 43.6X
S3 40.3 263.4 16.6 15.9X
S4 356.0 13772.1 208.8 66.0X
W1 77.5 437.9 14.9 29.5X
W2 53.1 235.2 31.8 7.4X
W3 238.5 999.1 89.9 11.1X
W4 45.5 375.8 20.2 18.6X
Table 4.3: Fault localization time improvement
output in BIGSIFT on average is 62% less than the time taken for a single run on the entire data
(Columns Original Job vs. BIGSIFT). With only up to 30% overhead incurred by Titian for lineage
capture [82], BIGSIFT dramatically reduces the scope and cost of iterative fault localization, by
leveraging the lineage mappings.
The reason behind this feasibility of automatic debugging is that, in many subject programs,
BIGSIFT reduces the scope of fault-inducing input records by testing partially-aggregated results
such that the later time spent on repetitive fault isolation in DD could be much smaller than the
original time taken for the first run on the entire data. In fact, our result suggests that automated
debugging can be brought to a reality more easily for data flow programs running in the DISC
environments than other types of traditional C, C++, or Java applications, because debugging DISC
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Figure 4.15: Fault localization time of BIGSIFT and DD for S1 w.r.t the location of seeded fault in
input data.
workloads provide unique opportunities for systems-level optimizations.
Impact of Fault Location. While applying DD, the location of a faulty input record affects the
total debugging time, because DD needs to test two sub-configurations sequentially at every itera-
tion. If the first of the two always fails the test, DD will focus its search on the first one. Therefore,
both DD and BIGSIFT may increase debugging time, if a fault-inducing record is located near the
end of input data.
To evaluate the impact of fault-inducing input location on debugging time, we compare BIGSIFT
with DD while varying the location of a fault-inducing input. Figure 4.15 summarizes the results
where the x-axis represents the location of a fault (e.g., 20% denotes that the fault is at one-fifth
of the data) and the y-axis represents debugging time. When the location of fault-inducing input is
changed from the start to the end (0% to 100%) with the increment of 20%, the debugging time of
BIGSIFT increases from 10.2 seconds to 23.8 seconds for subject program S1. We also observe a
similar trend in DD when the location of a fault is near the end of the input data.
Effects of Test Function Push Down. To evaluate the effects of test function push down (TD), we
compare BIGSIFT with TD disabled vs. TD enabled. In the TD enabled version, BIGSIFT pushes
down a user-defined test function to each individual partition to test partial results. Our evaluation
targets subject programs whose last operator is reduceByKey (i.e., programs S1, S2, S3, S4,
W1, and W4). For subject programs W2 and W3, the UDF of the last operator is not associative.
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Figure 4.16: Effect of test function push down (TD).
For example, in W2, the last transformation computes the average of each group. Computing an
average is a non-associative operation; therefore, TP becomes basic data provenance.
Figure 4.16 illustrates how BIGSIFT completes fault localization faster than BIGSIFT without
TD. In subject program S1 (Figure 4.16a), BIGSIFT takes 17 seconds to localize fault-inducing
input records, 33% less than BIGSIFT with TD disabled. By testing partial results and applying
DP afterwards on faulty partitions, BIGSIFT reduces the scope of fault-inducing input to just 350
records, while disabling TD reduces the scope to 91308 records.
4.5.3 Debugging Program Faults
As BIGSIFT is built on DD, by construction, it has the following characteristics:
• BIGSIFT does not enumerate all possible explanations. Instead, it finds a single minimum
subset responsible for producing the same test failure. In other words, if there are two possi-
ble explanations of failure-inducing inputs, it finds one not both.
• BIGSIFT only guarantees to produce the same test failure when applying the given test func-
tion to the resulting set of fault-inducing input records. It may not produce the same faulty
output value as the original failing run on the entire input.
• BIGSIFT is extremely beneficial for the case of finding a needle in a haystack. i.e., both fault-
inducing input and faulty output occur very rarely. Such debugging scenario is generally
the most difficult case in software engineering, as developers cannot easily find a small,
manageable size of data to reproduce the same failure symptom.
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Program Original Faulty Data Debugging Time(s) Fault Localization
Versions Job Time Outputs Affected BIGSIFT DP DD BIGSIFT vs. Job Time BIGSIFT DP DD Improvement
W4-1 48.8 1020 555464920 12442.0 19.5 >12 hr 255X 1020 283790715 1020 2.8x105X
W4-2 46.6 367 37642315 2658.5 9.3 >12 hr 57X 367 56789568 367 1.6x105X
W4-3 45.5 170 33320879 1144.1 8.8 >12 hr 25X 170 43318865 170 2.6x105X
W4-4 46.5 1 1 8.5 8.4 431 0.18X 1 84948 1 8.5x104X
Table 4.4: Performance and fault localization of BIGSIFT on 4 versions of subject program W4
each with difference coding fault.
To manifest these strengths and limitations empirically, we design an experiment where we inject
four different coding faults in subject program W4. These coding faults interact with a different
amount of input records and produce different numbers of faulty output records in the final result.
We compare performance and fault localizability with DD, DP, and the original running time.
val diff = input.map{ data =>
val arr_min = getMinutes(data._2)
val dep_min = getMinutes(data._3)
var timediff = dep_min - arr_min
//Branch removed to inject code fault
- if(timediff < 0 ){
- timediff = 24*60 + timediff
- }
timediff
}
Figure 4.17: A branch is removed in subject program W4 to inject a code fault
The program W4 calculates the total transit time of all passengers who spend less than 45 min-
utes at each airport grouped by every hour. The input dataset used by the program is completely
clean i.e., the dataset is free from any kind of formatting anomalies or outliers. The four differ-
ent versions of W4 are listed in Table 4.4. We count the number of faulty output records using
differential testing by comparing the final results of the faulty version against the original pro-
gram. Depending on code faults, the number of faulty outputs ranges from 1 to 1020 faulty outputs
(Faulty Outputs). We conservatively estimate the number of faulty input records by profiling
individual input records exercised by the faulty code region. This number varies from a single
record to several million records (Data Affected). Figure 4.17 shows an example code fault from
program W4-3 that removes a code fragment, re-adjusting the transit period over midnight. When
there are multiple faulty output records, we run BIGSIFT and DD for each faulty output record in
iteration. Table 4.4 summarizes the experiment results.
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Consider the program version W4-1 that touches 555 millions input records and then generates
1020 faulty outputs. The entire process for debugging all 1020 faulty outputs takes 12442 seconds
and the total time is 255X of the original job time. While the code fault touches 555 million input
records, BIGSIFT finds only 1020 faulty inputs, each of which corresponds to reproducing the test
failure of a single faulty output. It is because the goal of Delta Debugging is to find a minimum
set of fault-inducing records that can reproduce each test failure, not to enumerate all possible
explanations for each failure.
Nevertheless, BIGSIFT still performs better than DD which will take an estimated 4 days (≥ 100
hours) to find the equal number of fault-inducing inputs. In our experiments, we use a cut-off time
of 12 hours for DD. DP finds more fault-inducing inputs than BIGSIFT due to over-approximation,
but the resulting set will also include non-faulty input data. For version W4-4, BIGSIFT finds one
and only fault-inducing input record precisely in 8.5 seconds, which 82% less than the original job
time. This is the kind of a needle in a haystack situation where existing techniques take a very
long time to debug. DP takes 8 seconds but fails to localize the fault-inducing input after reaching
84K records. The result shows that BIGSIFT performs well in terms of localizing fault-inducing
input and reducing debugging time, when both the affected inputs and faulty outputs are highly
infrequent, which is often the most challenging case of debugging.
In practice, a developer is unlikely to use BIGSIFT to provide all failure-inducing input records
for all individual faulty outputs simultaneouly. Normally, a developer starts a debugging task
with investigating the root cause of one faulty output and then fixes the source of the error before
moving onto investigating the next faulty output. Therefore, in practice, when the program version
W4-1 produces 1020 faulty outputs, we do not expect that a developer will run BIGSIFT for 1020
iterations to find failure-inducing input records for individual faulty outputs all at once. In fact,
several faulty output records (or several test failures) are often caused by a single code fault or
similar data faults. Therefore, a fix for a single fault may remove more than one faulty output.
The results summarized above illustrate a very conservative and exceptional debugging scenario,
where a developer wants to find the source of all individual faulty outputs at once without fixing
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Figure 4.18: Benefits from Trace Overlapping (a) and Smallest Job First (b)
the discovered errors along the way.
4.5.4 Optimization and Prioritization Effect
To assess the benefits from each optimization and prioritization heuristic, we design four differ-
ent versions of BIGSIFT as illustrated in Table 4.2. Each variation was evaluated on all subject
programs, unless not applicable.
Trace Overlapping. We evaluate trace overlapping in BIGSIFT-O to assess its prioritization bene-
fit, when there are multiple faulty output records. The benefits of overlapping the traces is debug-
ging time reduction by prioritizing the common failure-inducing inputs that may be responsible for
multiple faulty outputs. To assess whether this prioritization achieves any time saving, we compare
BIGSIFT-O vs. BIGSIFT-T on subject programs W3, where we have 2 faulty output records. This
program includes a flatMap operator which propagates a single faulty record into multiple faulty
records. We observe (1) the number of fault-inducing input records identified within the same time
limit and (2) the overall improvement in debugging time. In Figure 4.18a, BIGSIFT-O produces
the exact same set of fault-inducing input records in 86% of the time, compared to BIGSIFT-T,
by saving the time to identify the 1158 overlapping failure-inducing records twice. Figure 4.18a
shows that BIGSIFT-O incurs an initial cost of computing the intersection. However, the remaining
of the two overlapped traces do not contain the fault, which saves the fault localization time by not
applying DD on them. The benefit of this prioritization is notable especially TD is not applicable.
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Figure 4.19: Benefits of Bitmap Based Memoization w.r.t fault localization time (a) and number of
DD runs (b)
Smallest Jobs First. BIGSIFT-S prioritizes backward traces in a smallest job first manner in an
ascending order of the cardinality of backward traces from data provenance. This prioritization
improves the coverage of faulty outputs when there are multiple faulty outputs to explain within
the same time limit. We compare the coverage of the faulty outputs with BIGSIFT-S and BIGSIFT-T
on program W3 with 6 faulty output records, where BIGSIFT-T selects traces at random.
Figure 4.18b illustrates the comparison. The y-axis represents the number of faulty output
records explained, and the x-axis represents the time spent to perform these tasks. The refer-
ence lines at 50 and 100 seconds represent different possible time limits. By prioritizing DD on
the cardinality of the scope of potential failure-inducing input records, BIGSIFT-S explains 5 faulty
output records in W3, whereas the baseline BIGSIFT-T explains only 2 faulty output records with
100 seconds as the time limit.
Bitmap Based Memoization of Test Results. When applying DD in Phase III, in order not to
test the same input sub-configuration multiple times, BIGSIFT-M uses the test results memoization
optimization by maintaining a list of configuration descriptions (bitmaps) and the corresponding
test outcomes.
To evaluate the advantage of this optimization, we compare BIGSIFT-M with BIGSIFT-T on pro-
gram W3. Figure 4.19(b) shows the comparison in terms of the number of DD runs where the x-
axis represents the number of jobs executed and the y-axis represents the size of the fault-inducing
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input set. BIGSIFT-M eliminates 34 duplicate tests in Phase III by caching test results. BIGSIFT-M
needs 59 runs to find the minimum fault-inducing input, whereas BIGSIFT-T needs 93 runs to get
the same result. The savings with respect to DD runs is also reflected as reduction in the debug-
ging time of BIGSIFT-M. Figure 4.19(a) shows that BIGSIFT-M takes 89 seconds as opposed to
121 seconds for BIGSIFT-T to localize the minimum fault-inducing input. On program W3, test
memoization reduces the debugging time by 26%.
4.6 Discussion
This chapter describes BIGSIFT that combines insights from both data provenance in the database
and fault-localization in software engineering to bring automated debugging techniques closer to
a reality for big data analytics. Our experiment results validate sub-hypothesis (SH 2). They show
that automated debugging can be done in a scalable and precise manner by leveraging the seman-
tics of data flow operators, the properties of data partitioning, and test-driven data provenance to
reduce the scope of failure-inducing records before initiating delta debugging. While debugging
help us belatedly identify failure’s root cause, the developers of big data applications must catch
such issues in the testing phase preemptively. Current testing practices for big data applications
are either time-consuming (e.g., testing on the entire input data) or ineffective (e.g., test on a small
sample data). This motivates us to explore ideas that will help developers detect bugs in their big
data applications using the least amount of test data. In the next chapter, we investigate our sub-
hypothesis (SH 3) and propose a new white-box test generation approach that makes local testing
efficient and effective for big data analytics.
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CHAPTER 5
White-box Testing For Big Data Analytics
The previous two chapters present algorithms that isolate the root cause of failures or incorrect
output through interactive and automated debugging for big data analytics. However, there is a
huge cost of such issues arising in the production both in terms of time and resources. Therefore,
big data applications must be of the highest quality before they run on a cloud environment to re-
duce such occurrences. This chapter examines the following sub-hypotheses SH3: By abstracting
the implementation of dataflow operators and by modeling the semantics of user-defined functions
in tandem, we can generate a small set of test inputs that are capable of revealing more defects
than the entire input dataset. To investigate this hypothesis, we propose a symbolic execution
based white-box test generation technique for big data applications that abstracts the DISC frame-
work’s code into logical specifications of dataflow operator and combines it with the semantics of
user-defined functions, while achieving high test quality and efficiency.
5.1 Introduction
Big data applications process large amounts of data and can run for days. Thus, it is expensive
and time consuming to test them in the production setting. The standard practice for testing these
applications remains running them locally on randomly sampled inputs, which is unlikely to yield
test coverage. As a result, it is not uncommon to see big data applications fail in production due to
untested corner cases, wasting the excessive amount of resources consumed by these applications
before failing.
We present a systematic input generation technique, called BIGTEST, that embodies a new white-
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1 val x,y,z;
2 if(x<y)
3 z = y/x; //PC1: x < y = true, Effect: z=y/x
4 else
5 z = x/y; //PC2: x >= y = true, Effect: z=x/y
Figure 5.1: Symbolic PathFinder produces a set of path constraints and their corresponding effects
box testing technique for big data applications. BIGTEST reasons about the combined behavior of
UDFs with relational and dataflow operations. Instead of symbolically executing the implemen-
tation of dataflow operators, BIGTEST includes a logical abstraction for dataflow and relational
operators when symbolically executing UDFs in the big data application. The resulting set of
combined path constraints are transformed into SMT (satisfiability modulo theories) queries and
solved by leveraging an off-the-shelf theorem prover, Z3 [51] or CVC4 [26], to produce a set of
concrete input records.
We evaluate BIGTEST on 31 real-world faulty big data applications and show that BIGTEST
can minimize data size for local testing by 105 to 108 orders of magnitude, achieving the CPU
time savings of 194X on average, compared to testing code on the entire production data. It can
reveal 2X more manually injected faults than prior approaches on average. With these results, we
demonstrate that interactive local testing of big data analytics is feasible and that developers do not
need to test their application on the entire production data; hence, supporting our sub-hypothesis
(SH 3).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 provides a brief introduction to
symbolic execution. Section 5.3 describes a motivating example. Section 5.4 describes the design
of BIGTEST. Section 5.5 demonstrates BIGTEST on a big data application. Section 5.6 describes
evaluation settings and results. Section 5.7 concludes this chapter.
5.2 Background: Symbolic Execution
BIGTEST builds on Symbolic Java PathFinder (SPF) [114]. Internally, SPF relies on the analysis
engine of Java PathFinder (JPF) model checking [135]. It interprets Java bytecode on symbolic
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1 val trips = sc.textFile("trips_table.csv")
2 .map{ s =>
3 Ê val cols = s.split(",")
4 (cols(1),cols(3).toInt/cols(4).toInt) }
5 //Returns location and speed
6 val zip = sc.textFile("zipcode_table.csv")
7 .map{ s =>
8 Ë val cols = s.split(",")
9 (cols(1),cols(0) }
10 // Returns location and its name
11 .filter{
12 Ì s => s. 2 == "Palms" }
13 val joined = trips.join(zip)
14 joined
15 .map{ s =>
16 Í if (s. 2. 1 > 40) ("car",1)
17 else if (s. 2. 1 > 15) ("bus",1)
18 else ("walk",1)
19 }
20 .reduceByKey( + ) Î
21 .saveAsTextFile("hdfs://...")
Figure 5.2: Alice’s program estimates the total number of trips originated from “Palms.”
inputs and produces a set of symbolic constraints. Each constraint represents a unique path in the
program, and can be ingested by a theorem solver to generate test inputs. Figure 5.1 illustrates
an example symbolic execution result. By attaching listeners to SPF, the path conditions and the
effects of each path can be captured. For this program, SPF produces two path conditions: (1) the
first path produces the effect of z=y/x, when the path condition x<y holds true and (2) the second
path produces z=x/y as an effect, when the path condition x≥y is satisfied.
5.3 Motivating Example
This section presents a running example to motivate BIGTEST. Suppose that Alice writes a big data
application in Spark to analyze the Los Angeles commuting dataset. She wants to find the total
number of trips originating from the “Palms” neighborhood using: (1) a public transport whose
speed is assumed to be faster than 15 but slower than 40 mph, (2) a personal vehicle which is
estimated to be faster than 40 mph, and (3) on foot which is estimated as slower than 15 mph.
Each row in the Trips dataset represents a unique identifier for the trip, the start and end location
in terms of a zip code, the trip distance in miles, and the trip duration in hours, for example,
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Figure 5.3: Dataflow operators’ paths by BIGTEST. Solid and dotted boxes represent transforma-
tions and path constraints, respectively.
1,90034,90024, 10, 1 . To map an area zip code to its corresponding area name, Alice uses
another dataset that assigns a name to each zip code in the following manner: 90034,Culver City
To perform this analysis, Alice writes a Spark application in Figure 5.2. She loads both datasets
(lines 1 and 6), parses each dataset, selects the start location of a trip as a key, and computes the
average speed as a value by dividing the distance by duration (lines 2-4). Alice outputs a zip code
as a key and an area name as a value (lines 7-9) and filters the area name with “Palms” at line 12.
She joins the two data sets (line 13). In the subsequent map operation (line 15-18), she categorizes
the trips based on the average speed into three categories. She finally counts the frequency of each
trip kind and stores them (lines 20 and 21). Though this program is only 21 lines long, it poses
several challenges for modeling test paths.
Equivalence Classes of Dataflow Operators. Consider filter Ì at line 11. To exhaustively
test this operator, we must consider two equivalence classes: the first where a data record satisfies
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Map:	𝑓map1String : T
T.split(“,”).length >= 5 ⋀ isInt(T.split(“,”)(3)) 
⋀ isInt(T.split(“,”)(4)) ⋀ T.split(“,”)(4).toInt != 0 
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String : Z
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String : K2 , String : V2
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(b) Path constraints for terminating paths in UDFs
Ê Ë
Figure 5.4: BIGTEST identifies path constraints for both non-terminating and terminating program
paths while symbolically executing the program.
the filter and moves onto the next operator and the second where the filter does not satisfy and its
data flow terminates. If we only model non-terminating case then test data would contain passing
data records only and hence, would not detect a fault in which filter is removed from the
big data application. To model join at line 13, we must have three equivalence classes—two
terminating cases and one non-terminating case: (1) an input record in the left table (“Trip”) does
not have a matching key on the right table (“ZipCode”), terminating its data flow, (2) an input in the
right table does not have a matching key on the left, terminating its data flow, and (3) there exists
a key that appears in both tables, passing the joined result to the next operator. Modeling such
terminating cases is crucial otherwise test data generated produce the same output for both join
and leftOuterJoin and do not reveal faults that are based on incorrect join type usage.
UDF Paths. Consider the map Í at lines 15-18. There are three internal path conditions: (1)
speed > 40 mph, (2) 15 mph < speed ≤ 40 mph, and (3) speed ≤ 15 mph. The sub figure Í in
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# Constraint Trips Zipcode
C1 T.split(",").length < 5 ""
C2 T.split(",").length ≥ 5 ∧ NotInt(T.split(",")(3)) , , , "", ,
C3
T.split(",").length ≥ 5 ∧ isInt(T.split(",")(3))
∧ NotInt(T.split(",")(4)) , , , "-2", "" ,
C4
T.split(",").length ≥ 5 ∧ isInt(T.split(",")(3))
∧ isInt(T.split(",")(4)) ∧ T.split(",")(4).toInt = 0 , , , "-2", "0" ,
C5 Z.split(",").length < 2 ""
C6 Z.split(",").length ≥ 2 ∧ V2 != "Palms" , "\x00"
C7
T.split(",").length ≥ 5 ∧ isInt(T.split(",")(3))
∧ isInt(T.split(",")(4)) ∧ T.split(",")(4).toInt != 0
∧ Z.split(",").length ≥ 2 ∧ V2 = "Palms" ∧ K1 /∈ Zipcode
, "!0!", , , "\x00", "Palms"
C8 . . . ∧ V2 = "Palms" ∧ K2 /∈ Trips , ""!0!", , , "\x00", "Palms"
C9 . . . ∧ V2 = "Palms" ∧ K1= K2 ∧ V1 > 40 , "\x00", , "41", "1" "\x00", "Palms"
C10 . . . ∧ V2 = "Palms" ∧ K1= K2 ∧ 15< V1 < 40 , "\x00", , "16", "1" "\x00", "Palms"
C11 . . . ∧ V2 = "Palms" ∧ K1= K2 ∧ V1 < 15 , "\x00", , "0", "1" "\x00", "Palms"
Table 5.1: Generated input data where each row represents a unique path. Variables T, Z, V, and K
are defined in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.4a shows corresponding path conditions and effects.
String Constraints. To analyze the second map Ë at lines 7 to 9, we must reason about the en-
tailed string constraints. Given a string Z in sub figureË in Figure 5.4a and 5.3, to split the data into
two columns, it must satisfy a string constraint Z.split(",").length ≥ 2 to produce the
effect where the key K2 is (Z.split(",") (1) and the value V2 is (Z.split(",")(0)).
String manipulation is critical to many big data applications. In the above example, at least one
test must contain a string z without delimiter ",", so that z.split(",")(1) leads to ArrayIn-
dexOutOfBoundsException which will then expose the inability of the UDF to handle exceptions.
Otherwise, this application may crash in production, when the input record does not have an ex-
pected delimiter.
Arrays. To analyze reduceByKey Î at line 20 (also in Figure 5.4a), we must model how the
UDF operates on the input array of size K, [a1,a2,. . .,aK] and produces the corresponding
output fagg(a1 , fagg(a2 . . . fagg(aK−1,aK). . .)). For example, the UDF ( + ) returns the
sum of two input arguments. When the array size K is given by a user, the final output N is
a1+(a2 + . . .(aK−1+aK)).
Summary. Due to the internal path conditions entailed by individual UDFs, instead of four high-
level dataflow paths shown in Figure 5.3, Alice must consider eleven paths in total, which are
enumerated in Table 5.1. Figure 5.4 shows the symbolic execution tree at the level of dataflow
operators on the left and the internal symbolic execution trees for individual UDFs on the right.
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Lastly, example data generated by BIGTEST for each JDU path using Z3 is shown in Table 5.1.
While these example data records may not look realistic, such data is necessary to exercise the
downstream UDFs that are otherwise unreachable with the original dataset. For instance, filtering
a dataset without any passing data record will result in an empty set and consequently, the UDFs
after the filterwill never get tested with the original data. Therefore, synthetic data is necessary
and crucial to expose downstream program behavior.
5.4 Approach
BIGTEST takes in an Apache Spark application in Scala as an input and generates test inputs to
cover all paths of the program up to a given bound by leveraging theorem provers Z3 [51] and
CVC4 [26].
5.4.1 Big Data Application Decomposition
A big data application is comprised of a direct acyclic graph where each node represents a dataflow
operator such as reduce and corresponding UDFs. As the implementation of dataflow operators
in Apache Spark spans several hundred thousand lines of code, it is not feasible to perform sym-
bolic execution of a big data application along with the Spark framework code. Instead, we abstract
the internal implementation of a dataflow operator in terms of logical specifications. We decom-
pose a big data application into a dataflow graph where a node calls each UDF and combine the
symbolic execution of the UDFs using the logical specification of dataflow operators.
UDF Extraction. BIGTEST compiles the big data application into Java bytecode and traverses each
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) to search for a method invocation corresponding to each dataflow
operator. The input parameters of such method invocation are UDFs represented as anonymous
functions as illustrated in Figure 5.5a. BIGTEST stores the UDF as a separate Java class shown in
Figure 5.5c and generates a configuration file required by JPF for symbolic execution. BIGTEST
also performs dependency analysis to include external classes and methods referenced in the UDF.
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MethodDeclaration
Name	:	“main” Body
MethodInvocation
Name	:	“fitler” parameter
ClassInstanceCreation
UDFfilter
AnonymousClassDeclaration
.	.	.	 .	.	.	
.	.	.	 .	.	.	
.	.	.	 .	.	.	
.	.	.	 .	.	.	
(a) Generated AST
1 sc.textFile("zipcode.csv").map{...}
2 .filter{_._2 == "Palms"}
(b) Big Data Application
1 class filter{
2 static void main(String args[]){
3 apply(null);
4 }
5 static boolean apply(Tuple2 s){
6 return s._2().equals("Palms")
7 }
8 }
(c) Extracted Filter UDF
Figure 5.5: BIGTEST extracts UDFs corresponding to dataflow operators through AST traversal.
1 def f(a:Int,b:Int){
2 return a+b;
3 }
4 //Usage in reduce
5 ...reduce{f}
(a)
1 def f_reduce(arr:Array[Int]){
2 var sum = 0;
3 for(a <- 1 to K)//K is bound
4 sum = udf(sum,arr(a));
5 return sum; }
(b)
Figure 5.6: (a) a normal invocation of reduce with a corresponding UDF. (b) an equivalent
iterative version with a bound K
Handling Aggregator Logic. For aggregation operators, the attached UDF must be transformed.
For example, the UDF for reduce is an associative binary function, which performs incremental
aggregation over a collection shown in Figure 5.6a. We translate it into an iterative version with
a loop shown in Figure 5.6b. To bound the search space of constraints, we bound the number of
iterations to a user provided bound K (default is 2).
5.4.2 Logical Specifications of Dataflow Operators
This section describes the equivalence classes generated by each dataflow operator’s semantics.
We use CI to represent a set of path constraints on the input data, I , for a particular operator. A
single element c in CI contains path constraints that must be satisfied to exercise a corresponding
unique path. We define f as the set of symbolic path constraints of a UDF where f(t) represents
constraints of a unique path exercised by input t. By abstracting the implementation of dataflow
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OPERATOR INPUTS LOGICAL SPECIFICATION
filter(udf )
I: Input Table
udf : t→ Bool
Non-Terminating ¶ ∃t: t ∈ I ∧ c ∈ CI ∧ c(t) ∧ f(t)
Terminating · ∃t: t ∈ I ∧ c ∈ CI ∧ c(t) ∧ ¬f(t)
map(udf )
I : Input Table, O : Output Table
udf : t→ t′ where t′ ∈ O Non-Terminating ¸ ∃t: t ∈ I ∧ c ∈ CI ∧ c(t) ∧ f(t)
flatmap(udf )
I : Input Table, O: Output Table
udf : t→ Collection of t′ where t′ ∈ O Non-Terminating ¹ ∃t: tI ∈ I ∧ c ∈ CI ∧ c(t) ∧ f(t)
join
R : Right Table, tR ∈ R
L : Left Table, tL ∈ L
Non-Terminating º ∃tR, tL: cR ∈ CR ∧ cL ∈ CL ∧ cR(tR) ∧ tR,key = tL,key ∧ cL(tL)
Terminating » ∃key, tR: cR ∈ CR ∧ cL ∈ CL ∧ cR(tR) ∧ tR,key = key ∧ (∀tL ∈ L : cL(tL) ∧ tL,key 6= key)
Terminating ¼ ∃key, tL: cR ∈ CR ∧ cL ∈ CL ∧ cL(tL) ∧ tL,key = key ∧ (∀tR ∈ R : cR(tR) ∧ tR,key 6= key)
groupByKey
I : Input Table
t ∈ I and t = (tkey, tvalue) Non-Terminating ½ ∃t: t ∈ I ∧ c ∈ CI ∧ c(t) ∧ |{X|x ∈ I ∧ xkey = tkey}| > 0
reduce(udf )
reduceByKey(udf )
I : Input Table, O: Output
udf : (t, t)→ t′ where t′ ∈ O Non-Terminating
udf ′ is an iterative version of the original UDF udf , given as an input to reduce/reduceByKey.
f ′ represents the set of path constraints generated from symbolic execution of udf ′.
Ł ∃t1, t2, t3, . . . , tn ∈ I : c1, c2, . . . , cn ∈ CI ∧ c1(t1) ∧ c2(t2) ∧ . . . .. ∧ cn(tn) ∧ f ′(I)
Table 5.2: CI represents a set of incoming constraints from the input table I , where each constraint
c ∈ CI represents a non-terminating path. c(t) represents that record t ∈ I must satisfy constraint
c. f defines the set of path constraints generated by symbolically executing udf and f(t) represents
the path constraint of a unique path exercised by input tuple t.
operators into logical specifications, BIGTEST does not have to symbolically execute the Spark
framework code (about 700KLOC), as it focuses on application level faults only as opposed to
framework implementation faults which is out of the scope of this dissertation. BIGTEST supports
all popular dataflow operators with the exception of deprecated operators such as co-join.
Filter. Filter takes a boolean function udf deciding if an input record should be passed to
downstream operators or not. Therefore, we model two equivalence classes: (1) there exists a
record t that satisfies udf and one of the incoming constraints CI from input table I (i.e., the table
produced by its upstream satisfying operator), shown in¶ Table 5.2; (2) there exists a record t that
satisfies one of the incoming constraints but not udf , shown in · Table 5.2.
Map and Flatmap. Map takes a UDF udf as an input and applies it to each input record to produce
an output record. It has one equivalence class, where there exists tuple t from the input table I
satisfying one of the incoming constraints, c ∈ CI and also one of the path constraints in f i.e.,
path constraints generated by symbolically executing udf , shown in¸ Table 5.2. Map is supported
by the previous work SEDGE but SEDGE considers the UDF udf as a black box, uninterpreted
function. Flatmap splits an input record using a udf to generate a set of records, and thus
the equivalence class of flatmap is similar to that of map, as shown in ¹. BIGTEST handles
flatmap by explicitly modeling a collection, described in Section 5.4.3.
Join. Join performs an inner-join of two tables tr on the right and table tl on the left based on
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the equality of keys, assuming that records from both tables are of the type Tuple (key, value).
We model the output records of join into three equivalence classes: (1) the key of tuple tR in
the right table matches with a key of tuple tL on the left; (2) the key of tuple tR in the right table
does not match with any key of tuple tL on the left; and (3) the key of tuple tL in the left table
does not match with any key of tuple tR on the right. º, », and ¼ in Table 5.2 represent the three
equivalence classes.
Reduce and ReduceByKey. reduce takes a udf and a collection as inputs and outputs an ag-
gregated value, while reduceByKey performs a similar operation per key. As discussed in Sec-
tion 5.4.1, BIGTEST generates an equivalent iterative version of the udf with a loop. By this
refactoring of udf to udf ′, the equivalence classes could be modeled similar to that of map, where
there exist input records t1, t2, . . . , tn ∈ I on which each of the corresponding non-terminating
constraint (c1, c2, . . . , cn)∈ CI from the input table I holds true. In addition, each record must
satisfy the constraints of udf ′, satisfying f ′([t1, t2, . . . , tn]), as shown in Ł of Table 5.2.
5.4.3 Path Constraint Generation
This section describes several enhancements in Symbolic Path Finder (SPF) to tailor symbolic
execution for big data applications. Big data applications extensively use string manipulation
operations and rely on a Tuple data structure to enable key-value based operations. Using an off-
the-shelf SPF naı¨vely on a UDF would not produce meaningful path conditions, thus, overlooking
faults during testing.
1 def parse(s:String){
2 val cols = s.split(",")
3 (cols(0) , cols(1)) }
Figure 5.7: A UDF with string manipulation
Strings. Operations such as split for converting an input record into a key-value pair are com-
mon in big data applications but are not supported by SPF. BIGTEST extends SPF by capturing
calls to split, recording the delimiter, and returning an array of symbolic strings. When an n-th
element of this symbolic array is requested, SPF returns a symbolic string encoded as splitn
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with a corresponding index. By representing the effect of Figure 5.7 as (splitn(",",s,0),
splitn(",",s,1)), BIGTEST generates one terminating constraint, where s can only split into
fewer than two segments, and one non-terminating constraint where s can split into at least two
segments. Due to no split support, naı¨ve SPF generates a string without any delimiter as a test
input e.g., ”\x00” instead of ”\x00,\x00”. This input would lead to ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsEx-
ception while accessing a string using split(",")(1).
1 def agg(arr:Array[Int]){
2 val sum = arr(0); // Bound K=3
3 for(a <- 1 to min(arr.size,2)) sum += arr(a)<0 ? 0 : arr(a);
4 sum }
Figure 5.8: An iterative version of aggregator UDF
Collections. Constructing and processing collections through operators such as flatmap are
essential in big data applications. Therefore, BIGTEST explicitly models the effect of applying a
UDF on a collection. In Figure 5.8, an iterative version of aggregator logic produced by BIGTEST
takes a collection as input and sums up each element, if the element is greater than or equal to zero.
Given a user-provided bound K=3 BIGTEST unrolls the loop three time and generates four pairs of
a path condition (P) and the corresponding effect (E):
1. P:a(1)<0 ∧ a(2)<0, E:a(0)
2. P:a(1)≥0 ∧ a(2)<0, E:a(0)+a(1)
3. P:a(1)<0 ∧ a(2)≥0, E:a(0)+a(2)
4. P:a(1)≥0 ∧ a(2)≥0, E:a(0)+a(1)+a(2)
A naı¨ve SPF does not handle collections well and thus may generate an array of length 1 only,
not exercising line 3 in Figure 5.8. For example, agg({3}) outputs the same sum of 3, when
arr(a)<0 is mutated to arr(a)>0), because the loop starts from 1 instead of 0, and sum is
initialize to the first element of the array. Thus, it is not possible to defect the fault using an array
of length 1.
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Exceptions. BIGTEST extends SPF to explicitly model exceptions. For example, when an expres-
sion involves a division operator, division by zero is possible, which can lead to program termina-
tion. In Figure 5.1, BIGTEST creates two additional terminating path conditions, due to division by
zero (i.e., x<y∧x==0 and y≤x∧y==0).
Combining UDF symbolic execution with equivalence classes. BIGTEST combines the path con-
ditions of each UDF with the incoming constraints from its upstream operator. For example, the
UDF of filter (Ì) in Section 5.3 produces a path condition of s. 2 == "Palms". Suppose
that the upstream operator map produces one non-terminating path condition s.split(",").le-
ngth≥2with the effect s. 2 = splitn(s,",",1). Inside the equivalence classes of filter—rows
¶ and· in Table 5.2, BIGTEST plugs in the incoming path conditions (/effects) of an upstream op-
erator map to CI and the path conditions (/effects) of the filter’s UDF to f , producing the
following path conditions.
• c(t) ∧ f(t): s.split(",").length≥2 ∧ splitn (s,",",1) == "Palms"
• c(t)∧¬f(t): s.split(",").length≥2∧¬ (splitn (s,",",1) == "Palms")
Joint Dataflow and UDF Path. BIGTEST defines the final set of paths of a big data application as
Joint Dataflow and UDF (JDU) paths. We define a JDU path as follows: let G = (D,E) represent
a directed acyclic graph of a big data application where D is a set of vertices representing dataflow
operators and E represents directed edges connecting dataflow operators. Imagine a big data ap-
plication constructed with a map followed by filter and reduce. We represent this dataflow
graph asG = (D,E) such thatD = {d1, d2, d3, t1} and E = {(d1, d2), (d2, d3), (d2, t1)} where d1,
d2, and d3 are map, filter, and reduce respectively. filter introduces a terminating edge
(d2, t1) where a terminating vertex is t1.
Since each dataflow operator takes a user-defined function f , for a vertex di, we define a sub-
graph Gi = (Vi, Ei) which represents the control flow graph of f . In this subgraph, a vertex v ∈ Vi
represents a program point and an edge (va, vb) ∈ Ei represents the flow of control from va to vb.
Gi has v1 = start and vn = stop corresponding to the first and last statements. Then from each
dataflow operator node di, we add a call edge from di to the start node of Gi and from the stop
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1 (assert (= line2 (str.++ (str.++ line20 ",") line21)))
2 (assert
3 (= line1
4 (str.++ (str.++ " " ",")
5 (str.++ (str.++ line11 ",")
6 (str.++ (str.++ " " ",") (str.++ (str.++ line13 ",") line14))))))
7 (assert
8 (and (not (= (str.to.int line14) 0))
9 (and (isinteger line14)
10 (and (isinteger line13)
11 (and (= "Palms" line21)
12 (and (= x11 line20)
13 (and (<= s21 15)
14 (and (<= s21 40) (and (= s21 x621) (and (= s1 x61) (= s22 x622)))))))))))))))
15 (assert
16 (and (= x11 line11)
17 (and (= x12 (/ (str.to.int line13) (str.to.int line14)))
18 (and (= x61 x11)
19 (and (= x621 x12) (and (= x622 x42) (and (= x71 "walk") (= x72 1))))))))))))
Figure 5.9: Output SMT query constructed by BIGTEST to reflect JDU path constraint C11 of
Table 5.1 from motivating example.
node of Gi to the di+1. Since some UDFs include a loop and thus have a cycle in the control flow
graph, we finitize the loop using a user provided bound K and unroll the loop K times.
We enumerate a set of all unique paths PK for the graph G with expanded subgraphs and call
each unique path a Joint Dataflow and UDF (JDU) path. For an arbitrary test suite T , the JDU
path coverage is measured as a set of covered paths, PK(T ) = {p | p ∈ PK , ∃t ∈ T and t |= Cp}
where a test input t satisfies the path condition Cp of path p. Given a user-provided bound K for
unrolling a loop, JDU path coverage is |PK(T )||PK | .
5.4.4 Test Data Generation
BIGTEST rewrites path constraints into an SMT query. For constraints on integer variables, BIGTEST
uses analogous arithmetic and logical operators available in SMT. For string constraints, BIGTEST
uses operations such as str.++, str.to.int, and str.at. BIGTEST introduces a new splitn
symbolic operation. If a path constraint contains a clause v = splitn("," s,1), BIGTEST
generates (assert (= s (str.++ " " (str.++ "," v)))) that is equivalent to s =
" ,v" where v is a symbolic string. The path conditions produced by BIGTEST do not contain
arrays and instead model individual elements of an array up to a given bound K.
BIGTEST generates interpreted functions for Java native methods not supported by Z3. For ex-
ample, BIGTEST replaces isInteger with an analogous Z3 function. BIGTEST executes each
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1 sc.textFile("hdfs://registrar:9999/gradebook.log")
2 .map { line => val arr = line.split(",")
3 arr(1)
4 }
5 .map { l => val a = l.split(":")
6 (a(0), Integer.parseInt(a(1)))
7 }
8 .map { a => if (a._2 > 40)
9 ("Pass".concat(a._1), 1)
10 else
11 ("Fail".concat(a._1), 1)
12 }
13 .reduceByKey(_+_)
14 .filter ( v => v._2 <=2 && v._1.startsWith("Fail") )
Figure 5.10: A Spark program that identifies the courses with less than two failing students.
SMT query separately and finds satisfying assignments (i.e., test inputs) to exercise a particular
path. While executing each SMT query independently may lead to redundant solving of overlap-
ping constraints, in our experiments, we do not find it as a performance bottleneck. Theoretically,
the number of path constraints increases exponentially due to branches and loops; however, em-
pirically, our approach scales well to big data applications, because UDFs tend to be much smaller
(in order of hundred lines) than DISC frameworks and we abstract the framework implementation
using logical specifications.
Figure 5.9 shows an SMT query produced by BIGTEST for Figure 5.2. Lines 1 to 6 constrict the
first table to have four segments and the second table to have two segments separated by a comma.
Lines 7 to 10 restrict a string to be a valid integer. To enforce such constraint that crosses the
boundary of strings and integers, BIGTEST uses a custom function isinteger and Z3 function
str.to.int. Lines 11 to 14 enforce a record to contain “Palms” and the speed to be less than or
equal to 15. Lines 15 to 19 join these constraints generated from a UDF to the subsequent dataflow
operator.
5.5 Tool Interfaces
In this section, we present a step-by-step demonstration of BIGTEST. Suppose Alice writes a big
data application in Apache Spark to find courses with fewer than two failing students. She uses the
entire university gradebook database which contains several years of grading information spanning
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1 filter1 = "",1
2 map3 = "",1
3 map4 = "CS:123"
4 reduceByKey2 = {1,2,3,4}
5 map5 = "a,a"
6 K_BOUND = 2
Figure 5.11: A configuration file for the motivating example
gigabytes. A sample row in this dataset contains comma-separated fields of a course id, a final
mark in percentiles, year, a student id, a session name, and a major. Below is a small sample of the
gradebook data.
CS233:77,1994,80554313,F1994,CS,..
CS233:53,1994,80594911,F1994,EE,..
CS233:29,1994,30472981,F1994,BIO,.
To perform this analysis, Alice writes a program, as shown in Figure 5.10. First, she loads the
data from an HDFS storage using Apache Spark’s textFile API in line 1. Once the data is
loaded in Spark, she uses a map operator to extract the course id and a student’s mark from each
row using a UDF (lines 2 to 4). In the following map operation (lines 5 to 7), a string such as
”CS233:77” is transformed into a tuple of a string and an integer. In lines 8 to 11, Alice annotates
the tuples with either a ”Pass” or a ”Fail” string based on the marks. For each course, she calculates
the total sum of passing and failing students using reduceByKey and then applies filter to
find the courses with fewer than two failing students in line 14. This program has a total of 17 JDU
paths, where 2 are non-terminating and 15 are terminating paths.
To run BIGTEST on her program, Alice first writes a configuration file in the format shown in
Figure 5.11. She writes K BOUND=2 to limit the symbolic exploration of unbounded loops and
collections to avoid path explosion. SPF requires sample input arguments to a function before
symbolically executing it. BIGTEST takes such input arguments from Alice through conf file and
passes them to SPF. A UDF can be identified with its corresponding operator name followed by
the execution order number in reverse (similar to Spark’s execution). Figure 5.11 shows the final
configuration file. Alice invokes BIGTEST’s command line tool using the following command.
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java -jar BigTest.jar -enableBT /GradeAnalysis
Map4
Non-terminating:
PC: {l splitn 1 : isinteger && l = x2}
E: {x3 1 = l splitn 0 :, x3 2 = l splitn 1 : str.to.int }
Terminating:
PC: {l splitn 1 : notinteger} E: {}
PC: {l equals ""} E: {}
Map3
Non-terminating:
PC: {a t2 <= 40 && a t1 = x4 1 && a t2 = x4 2}
E: {x5 1 = Fail str.++ a t1, x5 2 = 1}
PC: {a t2 > 40 && a t1 = x4 1 && a t2 = x4 2}
E: x5 1 = Pass str.++ a t1, x5 2 = 1
Console Log 1
Alice can monitor the progress of BIGTEST by looking at the console output log. BIGTEST
logs progress with the number of paths explored, the path constraints, and the effects at each
operator level until the final operator is reached. Console Log 1 shows the explored paths from
the second and third map operator. PC refers to a path condition and E represents corresponding
effect. For example, path constraint l splitn 1 : notinteger represents a terminating
path emerging from Integer.parseInt at line 6 of Figure 5.10. Near the end of the execution,
Alice starts to see the entire program’s path constraints built on top of the individual path conditions
of underlying operators. A sample console log snippet of a final non-terminating path constraint is
shown below.
PC: {l1 splitn 1 : isinteger && a2l1 <= 40 && l2 splitn 1 :
isinteger && a2l1 <= 40 && a select 1 = arr[1] 1 <
arr length && a select 0 = arr[0] && x7 < 2 && x8
str.substr 0 4 equals Fail }
E: {x7 = arr[1] + arr[0] && lp1 = l1 splitn 0 && a2l1 = lp1 splitn 1 :
str.to.int && ...}
Console Log 2
For every final path of the program, BIGTEST calls an SMT solver to produce a set of concrete
input rows that Alice can use as a test data for her unit test.
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Path : 13
running CVC4 $>cvc4 --strings-exp --lang smt2 < /tmp/-966362206
line 1 () String ":41"
line 2 () String ":41"
line 3 () String ":0"
line 4 () String ":0"
Console Log 3
Alice copies the test data generated by BIGTEST for path 13 (see Console Log 3) into a test
data file and uses that file as input to a unit test. Due to small size, Alice comfortably runs this
test on her local machine. Although the input does not contain any course with less than two
failing students, the test output includes one row instead of zero. Upon further investigation, Alice
identifies a code fault where she mistakenly used≤ instead of< (line 14 in Figure 5.10). Similarly,
BIGTEST generates test inputs such as empty string or non-numeric string to reveal critical corner
cases which can lead to a program crash at lines 3 and 6 in Figure 5.10. Alice fixes such cases
through relevant exception handling and data filtering to eliminate the possibility of costly runtime
crashes.
Subject # of Program Characteristics JDU Paths
#
Program
Output
Operators
Operators
String Parsing # Branches # UDFs (K=2)
P1 IncomeAggregate Total income of individuals earning ≤$300 weekly 3 map, filter, reduce 3 2 4 6
P2 MovieRatings Total number of movies with rating ≥ 4 4 map, filter, reduceByKey 3 1 4 5
P3 AirportLayover Total layer time of passengers per airport 3 map, filter, reduceByKey 3 2 4 14
P4 CommuteType
Total number of people using each form of
transport for daily commute 6
map, fitler, join,
reduceByKey 3 3 5 11
P5 PigMix-L2 PigMix performance benchmark 5 map, join 3 2 6 4
P6 Grade Analysis List of classes with more than 5 failing students 5
flatmap, filter,
reduceByKey, map 3 2 3 30
P7 WordCount Finds the frequency of words 3 flatmap, map, reduceByKey 3 1 3 4
Table 5.3: Subject Programs
5.6 Evaluation
We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of BIGTEST using a diverse set of benchmark big
data applications. We compare BIGTEST against SEDGE in terms of path coverage, fault detection
capability, and testing time. We compare test adequacy, input data size, and potential time saving
against three alternative testing methods: (1) random sampling of k% records, and (2) using a
subset of the first k% records, and (3) testing on the entire original data.
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Figure 5.12: JDU path coverage of BIGTEST, SEDGE, and the original input dataset
• To what extent BIGTEST is applicable to big data applications?
• How much test coverage improvement can BIGTEST achieve?
• How many faults can BIGTEST detect?
• How much test data reduction does BIGTEST provide?
• How long does BIGTEST take to generate test data?
Subject Programs. In terms of benchmark programs, we use seven subject programs from earlier
works on testing [91] and Chapter 4, listed in Table 5.3. The PigMix benchmark package contains
a data generator script that generates large scale datasets. We utilize map and flatmap with
UDFs in Apache Spark to translate unsupported Pig operators like load As and split. Three
programs MovieRating (P2), AirportLayover (P3), and WordCount (P7) are adapted
from BIGSIFT. Each program is paired with a large scale dataset. The rest are self-created cus-
tom Apache Spark applications to add heterogeneity in dataflow operators and UDFs. Table 5.3
shows detailed descriptions of subject programs. All applications (1) involve complex string op-
erations including split, substring, and toInt, (2) perform complex arithmetics, (3) use
type Tuple for key-value pairs, and (4) generate and process a collection with custom logic using
flatmap.
Experimental Environment. We run all large-scale data processing on a 16-node cluster. Each
node is running at 3.40GHz and equipped with 4 cores, 32GB of RAM, and 1TB of storage al-
lowing us to run up to 120 tasks simultaneously. For storage, we use HDFS version 1.0.4 with a
replication factor of 3. Due to a very small size of test data generated by BIGTEST, we leverage
Apache Spark’s local running mode to perform experiments on a single machine.
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Figure 5.13: JDU path coverage of BIGTEST in comparison to alternative sampling methods
5.6.1 Big Data Application Support
BIGTEST supports a variety of dataflow operators prevalent in big data applications. For instance,
Apache Spark provides flatmap and reduceByKey for constructing and processing collec-
tions. The previous approach SEDGE is designed for PIG Latin with only a limited set of operators
support [91]. SEDGE is neither open-source nor have any implementation available for Apache
Spark for direct comparison. Therefore, we faithfully implement SEDGE precisely based on the
technical details provided elsewhere [91]. We manually downgrade BIGTEST by removing sym-
bolic execution for UDFs and equivalence classes for certain operators to emulate SEDGE. Out of
seven benchmark applications written in Apache Spark, five applications contain flatmap and
reduceByKey, therefore, SEDGE is not able to generate testing data for these 5 applications.
5.6.2 Joint Dataflow and UDF Path Coverage
We evaluate code coverage of BIGTEST, SEDGE, and the original input dataset based on JDU path
coverage defined in Section 5.4.3.
JDU Path Coverage Evaluation. We compare BIGTEST with three alternative sampling tech-
niques: (1) random sampling of k% of the original dataset, (2) selection of the first k% of the
original dataset, as developers often test big data applications using head -n, and (3) a prior
approach SEDGE. To keep consistency in our experiment setting, we enumerate JDU paths for a
given user-provided bound K and measure how many of these paths are covered by each approach.
Figure 5.12 compares the test coverage from BIGTEST, SEDGE, and the original dataset. Y axis
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Figure 5.14: The number of JDU paths covered and the test execution time when k% of the data is
randomly selected and the first k% of data is selected for subject program CommuteType.
represents the normalized JDU path coverage ranging from 0% to 100%. Across seven subject
programs, we observe that SEDGE covers significantly fewer JDU paths (22% of what is covered
by BIGTEST). By not modelling the internal paths of UDFs, SEDGE fails to explore many JDU
paths. Even when the complete dataset is used, the JDU path coverage reaches only 66% of what
BIGTEST could achieve. The entire dataset achieves better coverage than SEDGE but it still lacks
coverage compared to BIGTEST. In other words, using the entire big data for testing does not
necessarily provide high test adequacy.
In Figure 5.13, both random 1% sample and first 1% sample provide 59% of what is covered
by BIGTEST. We perform another experiment to measure the impact of different sample sizes on
JDU path coverage and test execution time. Figure 5.14a and Figure 5.14b present the results on
CommuteType. In CommuteType, the covered JDU paths increases from two to six when the
percentage of the selected data increases from 0.1% to 50%. For those small samples, input tables
do not have matching keys to exercise downstream operators and the time and distance columns
may not have specific values to exercise all internal paths of the UDF. In terms of running time, as
the sample size (k) increases, the test execution time also increases linearly (see Figure 5.14b in
which x-axis is in log scale).
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5.6.3 Fault Detection Capability
We evaluate BIGTEST’s ability to detect faults by manually injecting commonly occurring faults.
Because big data applications are rarely open-sourced for data privacy reasons and there is no
existing benchmark of faulty big data applications, we create a set of faulty big data applications
by studying the characteristics of real world big data application bugs and injecting faults based on
this study.
We carefully investigate Stack Overflow and Apache Spark Mailing lists with keywords; Apache
Spark exceptions, task errors, failures, and wrong outputs and inspect top 50 posts. Many errors
are related to performance and configuration errors; thus, we filter out those and analyze 23 posts
related to coding errors. For each post, we investigate the type of fault by reading the question,
posted code, error logs, answers, and accepted solutions. We categorize our findings into seven
common fault types:
• incorrect string offset: e.g., a user uses 1 instead of 0 as the starting index in method
substring and encounters StringIndexOutOfBoundsException [11].
• incorrect column selection: e.g., a user accesses a wrong column in a csv file and thus
receives ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException [9].
• use of wrong delimiters:e.g., while splitting a string a user uses ”[ ]” instead of ”\[\]”,
leading to a wrong output [12].
• incorrect branch conditions: e.g., a user places a wrong order of control predicates, executing
only one branch’s side [8].
• wrong join types: e.g., a user uses a wrong relational operator such as cartesian join
instead of inner join [7].
• swapping a key with a value: e.g., a user tries to join two tables while the keys and values
are interleaved [10].
• other common mutations such as incorrect arithmetic or Boolean operator in UDFs.
When applicable, we inject one of each fault type in every application. For example, fault types
1 and 3 could only be inserted when substr or split method is used. When a fault type is
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Subject program
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
Seeded Faults 3 6 6 6 4 4 2
Detected by 3 6 6 6 4 4 2
Detected by SEDGE 1 6 4 4 2 3 0
Table 5.4: Fault detection capabilities of BIGTEST and SEDGE
applicable to multiple locations, we select a location which is inspired by and similar to the fault
location in the corresponding StackOverflow/Mailing List post. For instance, for fault type (2)
above, we manually modify code to extract the first column instead of the second as a key in line 4
of Figure 5.2. Similarly, for fault type (3), we introduce fault by replacing the delimiter ”,” with ”:”.
In total, our benchmark comprises of 31 faulty big data applications. While SEDGE is not designed
to handle string constraints, the main goal of this exercise is to justify the need to model UDFs and
string constraints. SEDGE represents the internal UDFs as uninterpreted functions and, therefore, is
unable to model all internal UDF paths. Conversely, BIGTEST treats UDFs as interpreted functions
by representing them symbolically and models all internal UDF paths (up to bound k) which is
crucial for high coverage testing of UDF’s internal.
Table 5.4 shows a comparison of fault detection by BIGTEST and SEDGE. BIGTEST detects
2X more injected faults than SEDGE. For instance, in application P4, BIGTEST detects 6 faults,
whereas SEDGE detects 4 faults. SEDGE uses concrete execution to model the UDF exercising line
16 of Figure 5.2 only. Therefore, it is unable to find an input for detecting fault at line 17 when the
binary operator ">" is replaced with "<" (i.e., s. 2. 1>15 to s. 2. 1<15). Similarly, when
join in line 13 is changed to rightOuterJoin, SEDGE cannot detect any difference in the
output because the equivalence classes do not model the terminating cases of join.
Output from program
Approach Test Input Data
Original Faulty
BIGTEST
Terminating CS100:41,01l
Non-terminating CS200:0,0,0,0,0,0 CS200
CS100
CS200
Alternative Non-terminating CS200:0,0,0,0,0,0 CS200 CS200
Table 5.5: Modelling terminating and non-terminating cases
As another example, application P6 identifies courses with more than 5 failing students. A
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Figure 5.15: Reduction in the size of the testing data by BIGTEST
faulty version of P6 replaces the filter predicate count>5 to count>0 to output courses with
at least one failing student. The original version of P6 uses map and filter to parse each row
and identify failing students, reduceByKey to count the number of failing students, and uses
filter to find courses with more than 5 failing students. BIGTEST generates at least two records
to exercise both terminating and non-terminating cases of the last filter; thus, the original and
faulty versions produce different outcomes on this data. On the other hand, a record is generated
to exercise a non-terminating case only. Such data would produce the same outcome for both the
original and the faulty versions, unable to detect the injected fault, as shown in Table 5.5.
5.6.4 Testing Data Reduction
Testing big data applications on the entire dataset is expensive and time-consuming. BIGTEST
minimizes the size of the dataset, while maintaining the same test coverage. It generates only a
few data records (in order of tens) to achieve the same JDU path coverage as the entire production
data. Four out of seven benchmarks have an accompanied dataset, whereas the rest relies on a
synthetic dataset of around 20GB each. Figure 5.15 shows the comparison result. In application
P6, BIGTEST generates 30 rows of data to achieve 33% more JDU path coverage than the entire
dataset of 40 million records. In other words, BIGTEST produces testing data 106 times smaller
than the original dataset. Across all benchmark applications, BIGTEST generates data ranging from
5 to 30 rows. This is 105 to 108 times smaller than the original dataset, showing the potential to
significantly reduce dataset size for local testing.
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Figure 5.17: Breakdown of BIGTEST’s running time
5.6.5 Time and Resource Saving
By minimizing test data without compromising JDU path coverage, BIGTEST consequently reduces
the test running time. The benefit of a smaller test data is twofolds: (1) the amount of time required
to run a test case decreases, and (2) the amount of resources (worker nodes, memory, disk space,
etc.) for running tests also decreases.
We measure, on a single machine, the total running time by BIGTEST and compare it with the
testing time on a 16-node cluster with the entire input dataset. We present a breakdown of the
total running time into test data generation vs. executing an application on the generated data.
Figure 5.16 represents the evaluation results. In application P6, it takes 5.3 seconds on a single
machine to test with data from BIGTEST otherwise testing takes 387.2 CPU seconds (24.2 seconds
x 16 machines) on the entire dataset, which still lacks complete JDU path coverage. Across the
seven subject programs, BIGTEST improves the testing time by 194X, on average, compared to
testing with the entire dataset.
Figure 5.17 reports the complete breakdown of the total running time of BIGTEST. The max-
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Figure 5.18: BIGTEST’s performance when the degree of upper bound (K) on loop iteration and
collection size changes
imum test generation time observed is 70 seconds for Airport Layover (P3) in which 66
seconds are consumed by constraint solving. This is because the resulting JDU paths include in-
teger arithmetics and complex string constraints together. Solving such constraints that cross the
boundaries of different dimensions (integer arithmetics vs. string constraints) is time consuming
even after BIGTEST’s optimizations. If we combine both the test running time and test generation
time and compare BIGTEST with the testing time with the entire dataset, BIGTEST still outperforms.
In fact, BIGTEST still is 59X faster than testing on the entire dataset.
5.6.6 Bounded Depth Exploration
BIGTEST takes a user-provided boundK to bound the number of times a loop is unrolled. We assess
the impact of varying K from 1 to 5 and present the results in Figure 5.18. At K=2, the number
of JDU paths for GradeAnalysis is 36. When K is 3, BIGTEST generates 438 JDU paths. An
exponential-like increase in the test generation time can be seen across the subject program, as we
increaseK. WhenK=2 in GradeAnalysis, BIGTEST takes 12 seconds and withK=3, BIGTEST
takes 204 seconds. We empirically find K=2 to be a reasonable upper bound for loop iteration to
avoid path explosion.
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5.6.7 Threats to Validity
As we manually seed faults in the benchmark applications, the location of faults may introduce
a bias in fault detection rate of BIGTEST posing a threat to internal validity. However, as men-
tioned before, most type of faults are only applicable to a single code location. If a fault type
is applicable to multiple locations, we then select the fault location inspired by the corresponding
StackOverflow/Mailing List post. In case of external validity, our classification of DISC faults may
not be representative of all possible big data application faults out there, as the survey is based on
50 StackOverflow/mailing lists posts. Additionally, the selection of fault types in our evaluation
may be unfair to prior approaches. We attempt to mitigate this bias by restricting the evaluation to
top seven most commonly occurring faults in big data applications. To eliminate this threat in the
future, we plan to perform a large scale study on big data application faults.
5.7 Summary
To enable efficient and effective testing of big data analytics in real world settings, this chapter
presents a symbolic execution based white-box testing technique that systematically explores the
combined behavior of dataflow operators and corresponding UDFs. Our evaluation shows that
BIGTEST can detect 2X more faults than the previous approach and can consume 194X less CPU
time, on average than using the entire dataset. With BIGTEST, fast local testing is feasible and
testing big data applications on the entire dataset may not be necessary.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary
Due to their widespread usage, DISC frameworks have achieved remarkable performance mile-
stones and have revolutionized the domain of big data analytics. Unfortunately, testing and debug-
ging for big data analytics is currently an ad-hoc and time-consuming process, mostly involving
guesswork—developers often resort to “random sample-based” testing and “printf based trial and
error” debugging.
This dissertation investigates the feasibility of established and provably-useful testing and de-
bugging concepts from software engineering for the domain of big data analytics by combining
ideas from big data systems and databases. To this end, we address three principal research ques-
tions: (1) what are the necessary debugging primitives for interactive big data analytics?, (2) how
can we isolate the root cause of a crash, failure, or suspicious output? and (3) how can we test a
big data application efficiently and effectively?. As a first step towards debugging, we demonstrate
with BIGDEBUG that by leveraging the deterministic and immutable nature of big data applications,
we can enable effective and interactive debugging primitives that pose minimal performance over-
head. We further investigate how to automate the debugging process and conclude that by tailoring
data provenance for the purpose of delta debugging, our tool BIGSIFT can automatically identify
the most concise fault-inducing input data in just under the original job execution time. Finally, we
demonstrate that by abstracting the implementation of dataflow operations in DISC frameworks,
we can generate the most concise synthetic test data that is capable of revealing defects that testing
on the entire input data often overlooks. In a nutshell, this dissertation validates that by design-
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ing interactive and automated debugging and testing techniques that are specifically customized
towards big data analytics running on DISC framework, we can reduce time for debugging with
minimal performance overhead and reduce the number of inputs required for testing.
We believe that there are more opportunities for adapting existing software engineering methods
for big data analytics. In the following sections, we lay out a plan to explore these new research
areas and discuss corresponding hypotheses.
6.2 Future Research Directions
Influence Based Debugging of Big Data Analytics. Debugging big data analytics often involves
asking a ”Why” question—Why does the program produce a specific output? Database research
addresses this question by leveraging data provenance that isolates the inputs records responsi-
ble for generating an output record under investigation. While capturing data lineage at runtime,
existing data provenance techniques assign equal weights to all inputs records that contribute to
producing a specific output. However, in reality, the magnitude of the contribution (also know as
influence) is non-uniform among the input records that are part of the output data lineage. Based
on this insight, we ask the following research question: “Among the data lineage of an output
record, which input has the biggest influence on the output?”.
With my colleagues at UCLA, I am currently investigating two preliminary hypotheses that
combine insights from software engineering, database systems, and differential calculus.
1. Using a pre- or user-defined influence function for every aggregate operator in a big data
application, we can rank the input records based on their contribution towards a final aggre-
gated output.
2. By representing a program in a symbolic mathematical expression, we can leverage first-
order differential calculus to generate an influence function automatically.
For the first hypothesis, my colleagues and I propose a data provenance algorithm that redesigns
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aggregation operators in Apache Spark, such as reduceByKey and aggregateByKey to lever-
age an influence function to rank the inputs based on their contribution towards the final output.
We plan to provide a set of pre-defined influence functions in addition to user-defined influence
function. Furthermore, to increase the precision of our data provenance approach, we must track
which code paths are exercised by individual records inside UDFs. For example, suppose that a
UDF list => return list.head() is used within a map transformation that only re-
turns the first element of a list. Therefore, the output lineage should contain only one element of
the list. We plan to perform a white-box taint analysis on user-defined functions (UDFs) to capture
these precise input-output mappings within a UDF. Our preliminary evaluations validate our hy-
pothesis and show promising improvements towards improving the precision of data provenance
and reducing the runtime storage cost of recording data provenance.
For the second hypothesis, we get inspiration from a fundamental theory in differential calculus
i.e., if an input maximizes the derivative of a mathematical expression, a slight change to that input
will have the highest impact on output. Using this insight, we propose to transform a big data
application into a set of symbolic expressions that can be differentiated based on custom derivative
rules to construct an influence function. A challenge in this approach is to find an approximate
symbolic representation of ” point of discontinuity” i.e., branches, loops, and dataflow operators.
We previously targeted a similar research problem in BIGSIFT (Chapter 4), which is a post-mortem
debugging technique. In contrast, the proposed approaches are more generic, promises higher
accuracy and precision, and poses minimal runtime overhead.
White-Box Performance Modeling of Big Data Applications. Big data applications are usually
developed and tested on a single machine. However, a variety of factors such as data partitioning,
network speed, and worker memory can impact the performance of an application on the cluster.
This unpredictability leads to frustration when the application is unexpectedly slow on the cluster.
Due to the lack of visibility into the execution, users often preemptively terminate the application
under the assumption that something went wrong, wasting many hours of computation as well as
impeding developer productivity. Since the running time of a big data application can be anywhere
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between several minutes to several days, we ask an important research question: “What would be
the expected running time of a big data application?”. To address this question, we must perform
program analysis with software engineering techniques and combine it with the execution model
of DISC systems to extract the factors that affect the performance of a big data application.
Prior studies of performance bottlenecks in big data workloads [110] report CPU, network, and
data skew as the primary suspects. We experience similar behavior in our past research where the
execution time of a big data application is highly influenced by (1) the framework’s configura-
tion such as CPUs, executor memory, and number of workers nodes, (2) the physical plan of an
application, and (3) the input data distribution. Related work on performance prediction such as
Ernest [134] does not incorporate the data distribution and other program semantics, leading to low
prediction accuracy. Based on these insights, we draw the following hypothesis: Based on the phys-
ical plan, the framework’s configuration, and the input dataset, we can estimate the relative run-
ning time of a big data application. To validate this hypothesis, we propose a statically-generated
performance prediction model that incorporates the physical plan of the big data application, the
framework’s configuration, and the partitioning scheme of the input dataset. Based on the testing
runs, we plan to tune the parameters of our prediction model and then plug in the data partition
scheme and DISC configuration to predict an approximate running time. We plan to evaluate this
hypothesis on a series of big data benchmark (e.g., PUMA [15]) as well as performance work-
loads (e.g., TPC [130]). With the knowledge of the expected running time of an application, a user
can better anticipate the application performance and differentiate between performance bug and
variability.
Debugging Big Data Applications Running on Heterogeneous Environment. Hardware accel-
eration has shown great promises in overcoming the performance barrier of traditional CPU-based
computing. FPGAs and GPUs are the two most popular hardware extensions that can help enhance
the performance of DISC systems. Prior work on utilizing such hardware in Apache Spark demon-
strate the utility of such heterogeneous frameworks without requiring too much manual effort to
transform big data applications [37, 143]. However, debugging is yet to be fully supported in such
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frameworks. Therefore, we ask the following research question:”how can we perform debugging
for big data applications running on heterogeneous computing environments?”. DISC frameworks
that leverage heterogeneous computing include a resource manager that schedules computation
tasks on either a CPU or an FPGA. In case of a failure or a crash, we plan to re-design the resource
managers to maintain a scheduling log, containing the input data partition required to reproduce
the error on the CPU. Moreover, we plan to get inspiration from our automated debugging tool
(Chapter 4) and accelerate the iterative debugging workloads on FPGA to isolate the minimum
input within the failure data partition.
Based on our preliminary idea, our hypothesis is: By keeping a minimum log of task sched-
ules in heterogeneous computing, we can reproduce runtime failures on CPU and quickly isolate
the precise faulty data by running debugging workload on accelerated hardware. We will extend
existing frameworks such as Blaze [78] and Spark-GPU [143] to build research prototypes and
evaluate them on commonly available iterative workloads such as TPC-H benchmarks [130], ge-
nomics sequencing, K-Means, and linear regression. To showcase the debugging capabilities, we
will inject commonly occurring data or code faults in our benchmarks programs and evaluate our
tool’s precision and accuracy in detecting injected defects. With such debugging techniques, we
can contribute towards improving the development experience of big data applications running on
accelerated hardware and hence, lower the barrier to entry.
Configuration Debugging of Big Data Applications. DISC frameworks expose a plethora of
configuration knobs designed to be tuned based on the cluster setting (e.g., number of workers),
input data, and user applications. However, novice users cannot gauge the impact of these config-
urations, which leads to under or overutilization of resources. A preliminary study conducted by
my colleague at UCLA shows that 64% of the total StackOverflow posts are related to framework
configuration tuning. An extensive scale survey conducted by Bagherzadeh et al. verifies that con-
figuration, storage, and performance topics collectively constitute 39% of all big data topics on
StackOverflow [24]. Both studies motivate us to facilitate configuration tuning and debugging and
pose the following research question: “how can we model the impact of each configuration knob
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on the runtime behavior of an application?”. In order to explore this question, we plan to leverage
software engineering techniques such as symbolic execution to understand program semantics and
configuration specifications derived from big data systems to model the impact of commonly used
configuration parameters. For example, if the entire input dataset contains only four unique keys,
then, groupByKey and succeeding operators can only benefit from a maximum of four worker
nodes in a DISC cluster.
Our hypothesis is: By leveraging the specifications of configurations in the DISC system and the
semantics of big data application, we can identify the precise configuration parameter responsible
for generating runtime issues such as non-responsive performance, heap space error, and data
skew. We plan to evaluate our hypothesis on popular configurations issues reported on StackOver-
flow and compare our results with the correct answers reported through manual debugging. As
a first step towards investigating this hypothesis, my colleague and I propose a data provenance
based performance debugging approach that combines record-level data lineage with the computa-
tional latency of individual input record [126]. Using this algorithm, we can precisely identify the
most expensive set of input records—records that have the most significant impact on the execution
time of a big data application.
Developer productivity has been a key area of research in software engineering in the past. As
we move into the future, it is essential to support the increasing population of big data application
developers with the right productivity tools. In this dissertation, we aspire to get inspiration from
multiple research areas and mold the research questions targeting developer productivity into per-
formance and scalability questions under big data systems and databases. By doing so, we open
new perspectives of looking at problems with a different outlook and get the ”the best of both
worlds”. As the data-centric world expands, the challenges in this domain will get more intricate.
So far, this dissertation has bridged the gap between big data systems and software engineering,
and in the future, we plan to research impactful problems in software engineering through the lens
of experts from other disciplines.
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